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Agency pot boils; syndication's ups and downs: world set count 
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'adionally, Texans brag-and we're Texans. But even we had never claimed Honduras as part of our 
e19borhood. That was before we met a group of Houston young people who had formed a medical mis- 
'onry group to help fight disease in Central America. They thought Honduras was part of their "neigh- 
orf od", and they convinced us. We sent a film crew with them on their first and second expeditions, and 

vo locumentaries-"The Young Americans" and "Yanqui, Come Back"-were the result. Other "neigh - 

On joined in our enthusiasm, and the project has now become a true international agency-"Los Amigos 
e l> Americas"-now in its fifth year of service. It all proves that you never really know where you 

'!g' find a neighbor-one of the challenges which keeps us trying to be 

Good Neighbor KPRC.TVt Edww d Pet r& Co.,tNational Repreentatives 

rn "7° si:i9talÍi;t4{°R'tsr.Y'.f.HáwsáJll4M:,r(P:. .' 
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731,006 

,SER 
have taken over 
Ne w York City 

TIF 

Now the #1 Adult Show on WPIX, New York 

THE INVADERS-which started its syndicated C 

run in October, in the nation's largest television 
market, has almost doubled its adult audience to a 
total of 731,000 per show, and is the highest rated 
show on WPIX from sign on Saturday to sign off 
Sunday. 

This popular science fiction thriller has been 
taking over audiences in -other major markets as well- 
Los Angeles, Seattle, Washington, D.C., Dallas, 
Milwaukee, Cleveland, Atlanta, Philadelphia, Pitts- 
burgh, Portland, Minneapolis, San Francisco 
and St. Louis. 

Let THE INVADERS.take over your market. Call 
your ABC Films representative today. 

THE INVADERS 
43 Hours In Color 
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Source: NSI Oct. '68 -Feb. '69 



lot all of the Ding- 
'ong d.iesa 
gro 

No sirree . . . we have some big - 

spending, high -rolling Ding-Dong Daddies 

throughout the 39 -county, three -state 
coverage of Amarillo television stations. 
Dumas, Texas, is just one of the rich Pan- 

handle Texas cities that make up the No. 

4 market in Texas*. 
It's part of the farming, ranching, pet- 

roleum, wholesaling, manufacturing and 

cattle feeding boom that has made Ama- 

rillo a vital warehouse and distribution hub. 

That's why our Ding-Dong Daddies have 

one of the nation's highest per -capita in- 

comes. You oughts ' buy a spot or test 

market schedule and see them do their 

stuff. 
('ARB ADI, 1969 - Houston, Dallas -Ft. Worth, San Antonio, Amarillo) 
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To SELL the DDD's of Dumas and other 
points, contact the reps of these Amarillo 
TV stations: 
KFDA-TV KGNC-TV KV11-TV 
Blair Television Avery-Knodel, Inc. HR Television, Inc. 

Amarillo, Texas 
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While you're at the office the chances 
are better than half that your better half 
is spending a lot of her time with 
television. (Some 65 percent of all U.S. 
women watch daytime television, 
averaging 11 viewing hours a week.) 
The odds are she's watching CBS. 

We have a 33 percent audience lead 
over our closest rival (which is not who 
you think it is) and a 48 percent lead 
over the other network (which is the one 
you thought the first was). In other 
words, we reach almost half again as 
many homes as our longtime competitor. 

Which is a neat trick for us. And for 
you as advertisers. Our !ead is so clear- 
cut, it's easier for you to decide where 
you can do best for your products. 

And while we're cutting fancy figures, 
here are some more. CBS has 
more of the top five, top ten and top 
fifteen daytime programs than the other 
two networks combined. And 1969 
marks the fifteenth straight year we've 
led the league in daytime. 

But we're not standing still. There's 
more audience magic up our sleeve for 
next fall. Gomer Pyle, who comes from 
five years of top primetime ratings. 
And a new serial, "Where the Heart Is." 

CBS-where the girls are. An old 
saw, but it cuts true. 

Cpa 

Based on NTIAA household estimates, Monday -Friday, 10 am -5 pm, I June 1969, with yearly rating averages for 1955.1969 to date. Subject to quallticatlons avallabte uppn'fe 
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i Gold' 
Twenty expert con- "11.010101: 
tributors authorita- a c. 

tively examine the \ rff ""P 

components-from ad- 
i vertising to local sta- 

tion operation-that ti 
make colorcasting a -- 
vital communications force. 288 pages, 
diagrams, charts, index. $8.95 

Broadcast Management 

by Ward L. Quaal 
and Leo A. Martin 
A comprehensive ex- 
ploration of all the 
management functions 
of American television 
and radio. Analyzes 
problems of audience, 
programming, engi- 
neering, sales, profits, 
personnel, regulation. 
$5.60 (paper) 
$8.95 (loth) 

The Technique of 
Television Production 

(Revised Edition) 
by G. Millerson 
Revised and updated 
throughout, with a 
new section on color 
television, this ency- 
clopedic textbook con- 
solidates its position 
as the standard in 
the field. 
$7.20 (paper) 
$13.50 (cloth) 

Audio Control Handbook 

for Radio and =---= 
TV Broadcasting 

¡j ringel 
Writttensino learn, non- 'láudl rV:rs 
technical language. {v' 
this text contains corn wallO 
plete step-by-step di- , 

rections and full ex- 
planations 

- 

planations of every 
phase of audio con- 
trol. Diagrams and 
photographs supplement the text. $7.95 

r TELEVISION AGE BOOKS 
1270 Avenue of Americas 
New York, N. Y. 10020 
Please send me the following -books: 

Q COLOR TELEVISION $8.95 

BROADCAST MANAGEMENT 
Paper $5.60 Cloth $8.95 

TELEVISION PRODUCTION 
Paper $7.20 Cloth $13.50 

O AUDIO CONTROL HANDBOOK $7.95 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip . 

Check Enclosed (Please add 50c 
per book for mailing and handling) 

NEW BOOKS 
OF INTEREST 

Color Television 

The Business of 
Colorcasting 
Edited by 
H. W. Coleman 
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21 THE AGENCY POT: BUBBLING AGAIN 
Recent major foreign expansion moves by SSC&B, Burnett, 
NH&S and Lennen & Newell reflect pressures of multi- 
national clients 

24 SYNDICATION'S UPS AND DOWNS 
While less off -network product is saleable abroad, features 
are finding a growing market 

30 WESTERN EUROPE GEARS FOR COLOR 
Color sales should run to 20 per cent of all receivers by 
'71, saturation to 30 per cent in 10 years 

31 TELEVISION AROUND THE WORLD 
Annual count of television sets in use around the globe 

26 HELP! MORE AUDIENCE DATA COMING 
There's really too much, buyers feel, but there's little indica- 
tion the flood will ebb 

28 PLEASE DON'T ANNOY THE CAMERAMAN 
The account man has to know when to say no to a client 
while shooting commercials, and have the expertise to back 
it up 

DEPARTMENTS 

10 Publisher's Letter 
Report to the readers 

12 Letters to the Editor 
The customers always write 

15 Tele -scope 
What's behind the scenes 

17 Business Barometer 
Measuring the trends 

33 Viewpoints 
A no -holds -barred column 

34 Film/Tape Report 
Round -up of news 

43 Spot Report 
Digest of national activity 

45 One Buyer's Opinion 
The other side of the coin 

51 Wall Street Report 
The financial picture 

61 In the Picture 
Aman in the news 

62 Inside the FCC 
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Washington 
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THE PEROI 

A carburetor's tiny "needle Valve" is vital 
to the operation of a car. Controlled by 

afloat mechanism, the valve needle (a mere 

five-eighths of an inch long) regulates 
gas flow into the carburetor. When 

the proper level is reached, it drops into 
a valve ""seat" to shut off the. flow. 

When more gas is needed, it opens. If 
the "needle valve" does .not perform 
its function correctly, the carburetor 

will flood, and the car's engine will stall. 

ere vitality works! 

'car's performance depends on many parts working properly. In broadcasting, 
otstanding performance also depends on many things working properly .. . 

irluding enthusiasm, innovation, imagination-the things that add up to vitality. 

A: The WWJ Stations, vitality translates into imaginative programming 
lie NEWS.4 in television, AUDIO/69 in radio; into community -oriented public 
elairs projects; into eager audiences for advertisers. 
1) assure outstanding accomplishment, vitality works at WWJ and WWJ-TV... 
vprks the WWJ/Detroit way. 

WWJ anti WWJ-IV 
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS. AFFILIATED WITH NBC. 

NtIONAL TELEVISION REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. NATIONAL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES: McGAVREN-GUILD-PGW RADIO, INC. 



BOISE... MAKES NEWS: 
In the past five years the Boise market has had .. . 

20 pier cent increase in Television homes. 

37 per 'lent increase in net weekly circulation. 

Retail salesll' 33 per cent. 

Food sales u35 P per cent. 

KBOI-TV. . .ÇMAKES 
EWS IN DISE 

Th BOI-TV news department is d di - 
c ed to the service of the Boise area. 
(KBOI-TV leads in late afternoon news 

If5:30 to 6 pm with a 63 per cent share. x 

Source: February -March ARB). 

. 
TELE\/ISIOIV 

KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho 

Represented by: 

1iriii ti C.121I.1:1N \\(XMA\:V2I) 

.i 
A CBS AFFILIATE 

Avvaleerk... i Jotit. 1 
.. 
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 other satellite in the news. 

',{ the e , yes of the world are túrned to the moon,, 

ether satellite is opening new frontiers for CBS 

vsfilm in instantaneous news service. 
,,CBS Newsfilm has just °concluded an agreement 

th subscribers in Australia and Japan to provide ° ' 

rular deliverybysatellite of important world news p 
'r era e.This agreement (calling for an initial series 

1ñ'24 satellite transmissions) signals the first satellite ° 

+nsmission on a regular basis bynewsfilm g any 

Nice anywhere -a breakthrough broadcasters have 
Il 

en working toward for years. 
That CBS Newsfilm got there first is to be expectéd. 

w instantaneous coverage by the finest ñewsfilm ° 

ice iñ the world. (a product' of CBS News,, after all) 

no longer a matter, of reaching for the moon. Reach 

r CBS Newsfilm. ° W 

CDCBSLondon, Paris, Zug, Rome, Munich, Madrid, 

NewYork, Los Angeles, Miami, Toronto, Montreal, Beirut, 

Lagos, Sáo Paulo, Buenos Aires, Tokyo, Seoul, Sydney. ° 



WDBO-TV's new antenna 
and transmitter facility 
delivers the greatest tele- 
vision coverage in Central 
Florida. From its lofty tower 
1,549 feet above sea level, 
the antenna beams a clear, 
powerful signal into 376,000 
TV homes* in the metro 
triangle of Orlando, 
Daytona Beach, and the 
Cape Kennedy area. 

The new tower - the tallest 
structure in Florida - 
puts more power into your 
advertising messages as 
it adds 75,000 more TV 
homes in both the Grade A 
and Grade B coverage 
areas of WDBO-TV. 
Tower Power programming- 
highly rated WDBO-TV and 
CBS shows - provide the 
right atmosphere and audi- 
ence for your advertising. 

*TV Homes basedon American 
Research Bureau estimates of U.S. 
TV Households, Sept. '68 - Aug. '69 

11 

The Ou let Company 
Orlando, Florida 
A CBS affiliate 

i A CBS 
. Affiliate 

Represented by Edward Petry & Co. 

t 
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ORLANDO 

"A" COVERAGE 

"B" COVERAGE 
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Letter from the Publisher 
Unplugging the paperwork bottleneck 

A great deal has been written and said about the backroom 
problems of the stock exchanges and the Wall Street bro. 
kerage firms. However, the broadcast industry has some man- 
sized backroom problems of its own. Paperwork has 
proliferated enormously over the past few years and major 
efforts have been underway for some time by the Station 
Representatives Association, the 4As and the Television Bu- 

reau of Advertising toward standardization of availability, 
confirmation and invoice forms. 

One of the biggest contributing problems is late arrival 
of commercials. There have been several meetings by the 
SRA and the 4A traffic committee on this problem. One sta- 

tion kept a record over a 75 -day period and found that 123 

commercials were missed because of late arrival. The print 
distribution houses use the U. S. mail for shipments and 

this becomes a rather chancy business, particularly if there 
is a short interval between shipping and air time. For this 

reason, many stations have post office boxes where mail can 

be picked up periodically throughout the day and over the 

weekend. 
A missed commercial means more paperwork, going back 

to the rep, to the agency, and to the selection of alternate 
air time. In some cases desired time cannot be cleared. The 

net result is that several million dollars are lost annually 
through this failure to deliver commercials on time. This 

predicament is complicated further by short flights. 
Stations also complain of confusing instructions from ad 

agencies. One chief cause of error is coding of commercials. 
Agencies identify commercials with digits as long as the 

national debt. A uniform system for numbering would be 

helpful. 
It must be remembered that today's spot business is one 

of..tremendously increased traffic and volume. Based on the 

total revenue of spot, there is an average of $3 million worth 

of time placed every day throughout the year. 
Computerization will help in some areas, but basically 

the nature of the spot business and the way it is transacted 
does not lend itself to formula-ized transactions. 

An unfortunate corollary of these make -goods is that pay- 

ment is sometimes held up for several weeks, even months, 
until all the paperwork is in order. 

Several stations feel that agencies purposely "drag their 

feet" oin payments, citing preemptions and make -goods as 

the reasons. In a tight money market this can mean several 
millions of dollars in "float." 

Cordially, 

444' 

YI 

i'. 

I 
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Since it began broadcasting in August, 1968, WXIX-TV-the UHF station in Cin- 

cinnati-has become one of the top fifteen independents in the country. 

That's quite a success story. Especially since there are three VHF network affil- 

iates serving the area. 
According to General Manager, Doug McLarty, "Our success was due to pro- 

gramming MGM/ 6 features, along with some help from MGM/ 4 and MGM/ 5, 

against network programming on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights 

from 9 PM to 11 PM. 

Here's what happened: 
When we started running MGM features in February, 1969, our Tuesday rat- 

ings and share soared to 12 and 20 from November, 1968 figures of 3 and 5. 

Wednesday night ratings and share increased to 9 and 16, from 5 and 8. 

And Thursday night ratings went up to 6 and share to 9, from lows of 1 and 2. 

Total prime time rating, Sunday to Saturday, went from 1 to 5, while total 

share jumped from 1 to 7. 

MGM features contributed more than their share." 

Spy 
: ABS OcI.Nov. 'GB; Feb. '69 

MG M 
TELEVISION 
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Thank, you ; again, SDX. 
It is gratifying to be honored by one's peers the second time in three 
years for doing conscientiously what we do by choice. 

The Sigma Delta Chi Distinguished Service medal, presented to 
WIBW-TV for1968 public service reporting, hangs alongside the same 
award received ,by WIBW Radio for its life-saving coverage of his- 
tory's most destructive tornado which plowed thru Topeka in 1966. 

Good reporting éarned both. 

Early in 1968, WI_BW'sAl Austin and Dick Palmer of sister station 
KGNC, Amarillo, went to Vietnam for one reason: To mirror expres- 
sions, thoughts, hopes, dreams and problems of Kansans and Texans 
fighting there. Daily broadcasts brought the war home. . 

Back from Vietnam, 'Al Austin wrote and narrated "Phong's New 
Boots and Other War Stories" as a 30 -minute, prime time special to 
tell Kansans the story of Kansans in- that heartbroken land. It was 
beautiful. This broadcast SDX chose to honor. 

Al and Dick were doing their job, just as the entire WIBW Radio crew 
did for 24 unending, disastrous hours during the 1966 tornado. 

This is why WIBW is'the'signal that gets at- 
tention in Kansas, whether you're a Kansan 
who wants to know, or an advertiser who 
wants to sell. We strive to serve well. Avery- 
Knodel can show you how *well. 

-77 

I 
TV Radio FM 

Topeka, Kansas 

Affiliate: KGNC,TV Radio FM,Amarillo Texas 

Letters 1%00 
to the 
Editor 

Facts about indies 
I certainly appreciate the covera 

you gave our "primetime viewin¡ 
story in the May 19 issue of TEL 

VISION AGE (see p. 41) . There ar 

however, a few discrepancies betw 

the facts as reported by Nielsen an 

the wording of the article. 
First, you state that Nielsen shows 

independents' primetime share róá 

21 per cent in the NovemberApri, 
period, 1967-68 vs. 1965-66; this 

correct. But then you state that " 
erage ratings went up 25 per cent 

contrast to independents." This is nt 

the case. What the Nielsen data ri 

port was that, in addition to th 

indies' share rising 21 per cent, the; 

rating rose 25 per cent. 
Secondly, on page 44 you stal 

that, for any given level of gro; 

rating points, independents general I , 

a higher frequency than affiliates, bp 

with a smaller cumulative audienc 

It isn't until the very last paragrap 
of the story that you mention a vero, 

closely related factor-namely, thá. 

on a dollar basis, it is the indepen 

ents that gave the advertiser mol 

for his money. I feel that the tw'il 

paragraphs should have appeared t4, 

gether, in order to give your reader 
a clearer understanding of the tot, 

value of an independent station. 
The next -to -last paragraph of th' 

story highlights the total reach 4 
forded an advertiser when he buys a 

independent. What about frequency. 

That's also a higher figure on till 

indies, and is a part of our story 

Multiple reach (or higher levels (! 

frequency) is a key objective fo, 

highly competitive products, whit 

account for the bulk of tv spot. 

Finally, scattered throughout th' 

article are words such as "contend 

tion," "implied" and "suggests." Oi 

study is carefully designed as a r 

search piece without interpretation' 
we are not contending, implying, O 

suggesting anything; we are simpl 

presenting facts. 

.pr 

r' 

THOMAS J. 
O 

Presiden] 

Metro Tv Sal 

New Yo 
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Coordinating coverage of an Apollo Mission, for the Worldvisiori stations 

... putting together a multinational advertising package for leading 'global com- 

panies . . . assisting a company enter television's international age . . . ABC Inter- 

national's Worldvision network of stations in 25 countries is ready to serve you 

now in your overseas television campaigns. , 

If you are already using television outside the .U.S.A., or, plan to test its 

power, call ABC International. Get the facts on the world's leading orlanization. 

for international commercial television. From a satellite telecast across the 

world . . . to a spot campaign 3,000 miles .away . . . ABC International can be the 

hub of your global television promotion. Call today. Wórldvision spoken here. 

ABC INTERNATIONAL. TELEVISION, INC. 
1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019 

'AC- (212) LT 1-7777 

.9r.e23 

Representing the CTV Network of Canada, the WORLDVISION stations in 25 .nations,the 

LATINO network -to the global advertising community': - 

A subsidiary of American Broadcasting Companies; Inc. 
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West Texas Television Network 
PROUDLY 
ANNOUNCES 
THE ADDITION 
OF STATION 

LUBBOCK 

*SWEETWATER 

ABUENE 

.MONAHANS 

ODESSA 

MIDLAND 
TELEVISION 

zSPR IN G 

ODESSA 
MIDLAND 

ANS 

Where else can you find such 

COMPLETE COVERAGE 
of the. West. Texas Market 

1»5°1 

1,a 

1r11 

1;0 

CHANNEL 9 12 

K LBK- 
LUBBOCK 
CHANNEL 13 

KM 0 M -TV 

11 

KTXS-T1/' 
ABILENE & 
SWEETWATER 
CHANNEL 12 

K WA B -TV 
BIG SPRING 
CHANNEL 4 

MONAHANS, ODESSA 
& MIDLAND 
CHANNEL 9 

114 

An ARB Net Weekly Circulationol 
KLBK-TV 111,400 HOMES 

KTXS-TV 75,600 HOMES 

OVER 

KWAB -TV 

KMOM-TV 

19,400 HOME 1, 

91,200 HOME: 

TV 'it 
HOMES 

West Texas Television Network 
4 GREAT TV STATIONS SERVING 7 GREAT TEXAS CITIES 

KLBK-TV 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 

Represented by -.INC. 

KTXS-TV 
ABILENE-SWEETWATER, TEX. 

Represented by ~WO INC. 

KMOM-TV 
MONAHANS, ODESSA 
& MIDLAND, TEXAS 

Adam Young-VTM Inc. -- 
KLBK-AM RADIO 

LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
Represented by ~Me INC. 

KLBK-FM RADI( 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 

Represented by mitige.INC. 

KWAB-TV 
BIG SPRING, TEXAS - 

Represented by fo4Wite INC. 

14 Television Age, fitly 14,196? 



WHAT'S AHEAD BEHIND THE SCENES Tele -scope 
Y 

sin the cards at DDB 
Wiithe agency producer at DUB suddenly find him - 

training the importance he once lost to the art di - 

t ,r Perhaps, especially if the agency producer has a 

-Pclr's Guild card. The producer will in many cases 

a'ttre commercials which DDB will be producing at 

-ir 'irectors Studio commercial production facility. 

tins he may let the art director try his hand at direc- 

u. i any case, the agency producer, who in recent 

irs is lost some responsibilities to the art director, will 

.up a new and increasingly important position in 

)B'new set-up. (For an inside view of DDB's The 

rtxd,rs Studio see the Film/Tape Report page). 

yuso -op guidelines not tough 
Thigh the new guidelines on co-op enunciated by 

e IIeral Trade Commission have been described as 

gti(ive, one authority regards them as a relaxation. 

'ib guidelines came about as a result of a U.S. 

iprile Court case last year in which it was ruled that 

nIfacturer who offers promotional allowances must 

akoure to notify riot only his direct, but indirect, 

:steers, too. 
t'at,wing the ruling, the FTC laid down guidelines 

s l out the meaning of the court's action. The result 

erelrotests from manufacturers because of the alleged 

vely of the guidelines regarding notification. The 

'IC'ied again, and, again, protests. The final guidelines, 
hie went into effect June 1, are still not satisfactory to 

pan manufacturers. 
Bi the authority cited above feels the notification 

»uements are almost like putting the manufacturer on 

is ;ood faith," since, he says, the producer is only 

'qued to take "reasonable" means. He also feels the 

uidines, now that the air is cleared, will speed up 

fin i by producers to place their own retail -oriented ad- 

"'Ming-such as store -tagged tv spots. 

tuprmarket testing firm expands 
Te -Research, Inc., a market -testing firm that has been 

ilizing in research of ad campaigns in super- 

na1Its and drugstores on the West Coast since 1963, 
s andíng to cover 22 major cities throughout the 

ou.ry. Under observation will be some 2.800 retail out- 

et'.ompared to the 1,500 West Coast stores that were 

'raved previously. 
'song its services are Micro -Market studies of per- 

furiance of proposed new products, and T/R tests of 

h. tint and radio advertising under actual marketplace 
hrr'i,. conditions. According to Ur. Ward J. Jenssen, 
1 ' president, the expansion took a full { ear to material- 

rtesecause the firm had to enlist the cooperation of all 

-.P) food and drug outlets that dominate the markets 
`vlre T/R wanted to operate. The company's headiluar- 
tirwill remain in Los Angeles. 

í solidifying daytime lead 
BS -TV's lengthened daytime lead over the competing 

':' orks is accompanied by ABC -TV's move into second 

Plie. According to Nielsen June ratings, CBS -TV's day- 

time average rating of 8.9 compares with NBC -TV's 6.0 

rating, and ABC -TV's 6.7. During October -April NBC-TV 

was in second place. 
While ABC -TV's improvement probably flows directly 

from its acquistion last January of Let's Make a Deal 

from NBC-TV (the latter's replacement soap opera, Hid- 

den Faces, suffered a bad battering in the ratings and was 

withdrawn June 30), CBS -TV is making moves to solidify 

its top-ranking position. With a healthy diet of winning 

soapers (in one recent rating period, four of the top 10 

daytime programs were CBS -TV serials) CBS -TV is 

adding an eighth drama in the Fall, taking over its pro- 

duction reins and those of another soaper, now giving 

CBS -TV full artistic control of four serials. 
The new show, Where the Heart Is, will move into 

the noon spot, shoving Love of Life up to 11:30, a rare 

spot for a soaper. Since both these programs have the 

same producer, Bert Berman, they will have similarities 

which CBS is sure will help, and a brace of characters 

from the new show will be introduced beforehand on 

Love of Li/e. 

NBC color penetration figures too generous 
When the second quarter estimates of color tv pene- 

tration are released by NBC shortly, it's expected to show 

their first quarter estimate of 35.4 per cent was too gener- 

ous. The penetration figure for July 1, 1969, will be about 

35.5 per cent and the April 1 figure will be reduced. 

One reason for the miscalculation was an over -optimis- 

tic estimate of Spring sales based on industry source data 

such as set production, sales and inventories. No doubt 

the increase in multi -color set homes also threw off the 

figures somewhat. 
First hint of an over -generous estimate came when 

NBC officials noticed a discrepancy between their figures 

and those of the Advertising Research Foundation. 

Meanwhile the Electronic Industries Association has 

released April distributor sales to dealers figures. Color 

sales during April 1969 were up 21.4 per cent over the 

previous April while monochrome sales were ditto. 

The year -to -April total shows color sales up 14.3 per 

cent over the same period a year before while mono- 

chrome salés were down 2.8 per cent. 

Sylvania heavy in spot 
Sylvania Entertainment Products is planning a heavy 

spot television campaign starting in mid -October for its 

1970 line of color tv sets. About 75 per cent of Sylvania's 

advertising budget has been allocated to promoting its 

tv receivers and a "good majority" of that is going for 

spot, according to Ira Waks, account executive at Doyle 

Dane Bernbach. Sylvania's agency. 

The manufacturer is concentrating on the top 33 mar- 

kets for its new campaign, angling for families with 

$8,000 annual incomes or more. 

As for the tv sets themselves, the major innovation 

for the coming year is that all of Sylvania's 23 -inch color 

mode s will be built on the E-12 "Gibralter" chassis, 

described by Sylvania as one of the best in the industry. 

rtltaision Age, July 14, 1%9 
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The First l6ldays 
In 6 quick months WUAB-TV, Channel 43, 
has grown from the nervous new kid in 
town to the top -rated UHF in the top 
fifteen markets. We did it in the 
major leagues against NBC, Storer 
(CBS) , Scripps -Howard (ABC) , 

and Kaiser. ARB* says so. Clients 
say so. Billings say so. If we 
weren't so nervous about the next 
six months we'd probably be 
pleased with our success. 

Nationally: Ask Petry 

WUAB4 3 
CLEVELAND 

A subsidiary of 

United Artists Broadcasting 
Entertainment from Trontamerira Corporation IIIII 
WUAB, INC. Lorain -Cleveland, Ohio 

0 

. r,.. 

I:t 

ite 

s, 

'tARB Feb, -March 1969 Sun. thru Sat. 9:00 AM to midnight, Metro Share. 
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Business barometer 
d,tpnth-by-month advances in local business this year are so steady, 

it's almost 

eery. April's increase over last year was 20.3 per cent, which is 
exactly the 

amount of increase reported by the "Business barometer" sample of 
stations for 

the previous month, as well as the increase reported for January. 
The only 

month this year in which local business did not go up 20.3 per cent 
over the 

'previous year was February, 

and the increase during 

that month was 20.0 per cent. 

' When it's taken into LOCAL BUSINESS NETWORK COMPENSATION 

1 account that the data are 

estimates based on a sample, 

the stability is really 

1, 
[,{ unusual. 

ieoril hike in local billings 

means a revenue level of 

$43.3 million, as against 

k' $36 million in the corres - 

J4 ponding month of '68. The 

1 April sample reported 

14 its local revenue was 3.5 

per cent above March, '69. 

et' rk compensation in April 

jumped 11.4 per cent, the 

biggest monthly rise in 31/2 

I' years. It was the biggest 

April increase since 1962. 

The April level was 1.5 

per cent above March, ac- 

cording to the latest sam- 

ple of stations. 

ti../ be of interest to note 

r that the local revenue 

` advance over '68 was on top 

of a 21.7 per cent rise 

in '68 over '67. There 

l have been other good Aprils, 

too; in '66, in '64, in 

'62, in '59. 

01Mhe four months so far this 
year, local revenue came 
to $147.6 million, com- 

"r pared with $122.8 million 
last year, obviously an 
increase of a little over 
20 per cent. Network com- 
pensation rose from $82.6 
to $86.8 million. 

vim. Issue; spot revenue figures 
for May. 
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Year-to-year changes by annual station revenue 

Station Size Local Business Network Compensation 

Under $1 million 
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$3 million -up 

+19.8% 
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Ibyrighted feature of TELEVISION AGE, Business barometer is base/ on a cross-section of stations in all income and geographical categories. 

'halation is tabulated by Dun K Bradstreet.) 
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I ' Vo eps 
Every market deserves a WIXY. Now Pittsburgh has one 

RRR'S newest partner in time is also new in call 
letters, programming and management. WIXZ is run 
by the dynamic Westchester Corporation which 
rocketed Cleveland's WIXY to the head of the con- 
temporary class over top competition. RRR believes 
WIXZ will quickly equal its sister station's phenom- 
enal success. 

RKO Radio Representatives, Inc. 
New York Chicago San Francisco Los Angeles Atlanta Toronto 

RRR's other winners. 

WOR AM & FM New York 

KHJ AM & FM Los Angeles 

CKLW AM & FM Detroit-Windsor t 

WRKO & WROR Boston 

KFRC & KFMS San Francisco 

WGMS AM & FM Washington 

WWTC Minneapolis 

WHBQ AM & FM Memphis 

Y 



THE WAY IT HAPPENED Newsfront 
r 

d rvQ yardstick 
'bil'vQ yardstick, which meas - 

',r ratio of viewers who con- 

, !show one of their favorites, 

tith described as a device which 

31 (iyond the ratings because it 

fb flied to reveal intensity of feel- 

ng those who have seen a 

t r fr program. Now Home 

tí Ilnstitute/TvQ has gone be- 

t 

rk 

TvQ measure. The purpose 
alyze the component factors 

e up the yardstick so as to 

IHTI clients with further data 
a.1 +ze programming. 
-11i.lhas just released the results 

ional, experimental study con - 

:t, in October -November, 1968, 

p bore the reasons why people 
',,rogram one of their favorites, 
}Pod, good, fair or poor. The 

d' 's an extension, with modifica - 

ni+ of one conducted jointly in 
w York with Batten, Barton, 
its e & Osborn during the 1967 - 

on. 
1 studies start out with the as - 
II IQ m that there are three basic 
:to which determine positive or 
g !ie attitudes toward a program 
t6d ogram idea, the leading char- 
tei nd the supporting characters.. 

5 

li lbws covered. The question - 
ir that were sent to viewers listed 

1 network shows aired at the 
nelif the study. For each show, 
spidents were asked to check 
le er the program was one of their 
y :es, very good, good, fair, poor 

> a program they hadn't seen. 
1.a lition, they were asked to check 
ie. more of the three reasons listed 
WiI Respondents were also given 
e liYance to indicate other reasons 
.anhe three Iisted. 
01 conclusion was immediately 

Pplcnt from the returns. There were 
o important "other reasons" than 
los of program idea, leading char- 
cte or supporting character. None 
f tse other reasons was reported 
Y lore than 2 per cent of respond- 
ntsHence, HTI did not bother to 
eplt them. 

s research firm tabulated both 
)osl.ve and negative connotations as 

t 

"elision Age, July 14, 1969 

follows: It divided the number saying 
a program was one of their favorites 
into the number of those in this group 
who gave a reason. Ditto for those 
saying a program was either fair or 

poor. 
For example, if 80 people said pro- 

gram A was one of their favorites and 
60 of these said the program idea 
was the reason why they felt this 

way, the program would receive a 

score of 75 in that category. If 40 of 

the 80 (a respondent could check 

more than one reason) said it was 

because of the lead character, the pro- 

gram would score 50 in that case. 

Major factor. Here are some of the 

results: As might be expected, the 

major reason cited for liking or dis- 

liking a show was the program idea. 
Among the favorites, the average 

score among all programs for "pro- 
gram idea" was 67 per cent. But 

59 per cent of those who listed a 

favorite show said the lead character 
was a reason and 46 per cent said 

the supporting characters was a rea- 

son. 
On the other side of the coin- 

shows rated as fair or poor-the 
overall averages showed up as fol- 

lows: 55 per cent of those who didn't 
like a show said the program idea 

was the reason. The score for leading 
character was 37 and for supporting 
characters, 21. Averages can hide 

more than they disclose. But a com- 

parison of scores for new shows only 

or for the top 21 shows (25 per cent 

of all shows) revealed that the scores 

for these groups of shows were quite 

close to the overall figures. 
Among favorite new shows, pro- 

gram idea scored 66, lead character 
scored 62 and supporting characters 
scored 47. Comparable figures for 
the fair/poor group were 54, 37 and 

20. 
The HTI report on the study noted 

regarding these figures: "This leads 

to some interesting speculations. For 
example, does the high liking of the 

program (favorites) tend to create 
an overall aura of acceptance for all 
program factors, or is each factor in- 

dividually essential to creating the 
overall liking rating?" 

The study cited evidence from 
HTI's syndicated Performer Q meas- 

ure that in some cases performer pop- 

ularity "is apparently a function of 

the performer's role in a vehicle 
rather than his or her own appeal." 
For example, James Drury, who plays 
the Virginian in The Virginian, 
scored higher in 1967 for his role in 
the show than he did in 1968, when 

he was rated simply as an actor. 
The user of HTI data cannot al- 

ways assume this pattern will always 
show up. It is best, says HTI, to 

examine individual program data in 

relation to averages for all programs 
and program types to decide when the 

leading character or supporting 
characters are really the major fac- 

tors explaining program liking. 
As an example, HTI examined the 

Doris Day Show and compared the 
reasons why it was a favorite with 
the averages for all situation come- 

dies, all 84 programs and all new 

shows during the current season. 

Doris Day popular. The show itself 
scored as follows: 56 per cent said 
it was favorite because of the pro- 
gram idea, 75 per cent because of 
Miss Day herself and 42 per cent be- 

cause of supporting characters. But 
the averages for all situation come- 
dies revealed that 63 per cent liked 
their favorites because of the program 
idea, 66 per cent liked them because 
of the lead character and 50 liked 
them because of supporting char- 
acters. For all new shows comparable 
figures were 66, 62 and 47 per cent. 

It is interesting to note, however, 
that in a comparison among all pro- 
gram types, the lead character is a 
relatively important factor in situa- 
tion comedy. The only program cate- 
gory where the lead character was 

more important in explaining a 

favorite was comedy variety, where 
the lead was a reason in 74 per cent 
of the cases. Among feature films, 
the lead character scores 39 per cent. 

In general, the study showed that 
program ideas were most important 
in explaining the popularity of 
favorites in the following categories 
-features, mystery drama and sus- 
pense drama. 
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Give you r 
limiter 
a vacation 
on us. 
Try our 
Volumax free 
for 3o days! 
Who knows? 
You may retire your 
old limiter altogether! 

Write or call us collect - 
before your vacation 
(203) 327-2000 

PROFESSIONAL 
PRODUCTS 

LABORATORIES 
Stamford, Connecticut 06905 
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
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INTERNATIONAL SPECTRUM '69 

The agency s ot: b.isbling again 

Recent major foreign expansion moves 

by SSC&B, Burnett, NH&S and Lennen & Newell 

reflect pressures of multi -national clients 

tif the men who head up the ad agencies' major 

international divisions are any good as fu- 

urecasters, there will be two significant devel- 

ipments breathing down the necks of global 

igency planners in the foreseeable future: 
The growth of U.S. business international- 

ly is leading to more unified approaches in 

narketing and, hence, advertising. 
1. ' The age of practical direct satellite -to -home 

transmission is coming on fast to -speed up this 

one -world transition. 
Several other trends which started a few years 

;back will continue into the immediate future, 
,predict these same sources. They .envision : - 

Europe continuing to be, for some time to 

come, the leading area for American advertis- 

ing expansion abroad, with Latin America still 

five to 10 years away as a prime market. Clos- 

ing fast behind Europe are Japan and Australia. 

Commercial television abroad growing 

steadily in popularity (of 225 million tv sets 

in the world, 145 million are outside the U.S.). 

Countries with curtailed commercial tv will 

probably expand marketing opportunities on 

video and those with no advertising on tv, par- 

ticularly the three Scandinavian dissenters and 

Belgium, should eventually join the fold. 

European advertising improving steadily 

elgsion Age, July 14, 1969 21 



in creativity, led by Britain, and catching up to Ameri- 
can standards quite soon. 

Increasing difficulties in staffing foreign subsidi- 
aries, with one possible offsetting factor-that young 
people, worldwide, will prefer to work for American 
agencies for the expertise they can acquire there. 

Country by country set count: page 31 

A resurgence of the urge to merge internationally. 
This last development is already an actuality and the 

most significant development in global advertising in 
many years. It reaffirms the strong belief of many that 
worldwide marketing is the wave of the future. Billings 
of major agencies outside the U.S. increased by 33.6 per 

"-]orw.w, .....,.,, y 

Said E. B. Hathaway, Firestone's president: 1, °4 

growing importance of international marketing ml ri 
" it desirable to consolidate as much as possible all of 

tó 

advertising under one central control." 
Shortly before word of the Firestone switch lea 

out, several large agencies, two with roots in Chic 
and two in New York, took giant steps into the inter 
tional arena. 

1' hh Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, for example, 
nounced that it was ready to acquire a substantial (m, 

1 

than 20 per cent but less than half) interest in Lint; 1 

Unilever's gargantuan house agency, the largest4`1 
Europe and one of the biggest non-U.S. agencies in 

r 

world. With offices in 28 countries, Lintas' billir^ 
P' 

combined with SSC&B's, will hoist this conglomei; '`' 

into ninth place among the world's top agencies. T1 ° 

annual billings for 1969 will be around $300 million. 1 

Leo Burnett, represented abroad previously by o 

(Below) SSCB and 
Lintas hold creative 
seminar. Shown here, 
Lintas hands from 
London, Hamburg, 
Paris, Sydney. 

cent last year alone, while billings of the leading U.S. 
agencies rose only 7.2 per cent. 

It also makes clear that a large agency has to be far- 
flung to compete, and that clients with international 
aspirations will gravitate to those agencies with the more 
comprehensive overseas facilities. 

In fact, that's exactly what happened last month when 
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. took its $7 million in bill- 
ings away from an exclusively domestic agency, Camp- 
bell -Ewald, Detroit, and deposited them with J. Walter 
Thompson, New. York, the house with the largest inter- 
national stable of offices. 

22 
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one affiliate (British), added 19 countries to its ros, 

by acquiring $85 million in billings from London Pr' 

Exchange and LPE International, Ltd. This combine 
ranks -as the fifth largest agency in the world, W 

combined 1969 billings estimated at $375 million. 1 

Needham, Harper & Steers is exchanging stock WI 4 

Hayas Conseil, largest agency in France and 54 1 {J, 

cent owned by the French government. With a Brie 

NH&S affiliate, S. H. Benson, Ltd., these three ageRc ' 

will now maintain offices in 11 European countrt 

Canada, the Pacific and the U.S. 
Lennen & Newell, after .nearly nine years of negoti 

Television Age, July 14,11! 
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INTERNATIONAL SPECTRUM '69 

111 completed formation of a 30 -member partner- 

rtich will soon have equity in countries where 85 

ce of the Free World's business is conducted. 

he affiliations indicate that forward -looking agen- 

tooling up for the inevitable day when ít will 

o ionplace for advertisers to walk in and demand 

ke tg strategies for, say, all of the Common Market 

hd igh density regions of Latin America, regardless 

iát nifty, 
The appears to be more of a tendency for an 

etter to give single accounts to one agency," said 

liptchaff, chairman of Burnett. "We felt- we needed 

)e me multi -national at this point in time and this 

best way to do it." 
n swer to the Burnett-LPE move, and perhaps as an 

is an of another trend, Interpublic consolidated its 

tish affiliates, Erwin Wasey, Ltd., and Pritchard 
(Continued on page 52) 

N S -Benson meeting: (l. 
to..) Norval B. Stephens, 
B son International; Paul 
C larper, chairman, NH&S; 
R Austin, Benson; James 
L'sham, president, NH&S; 
Hbert Zeltner, senior vice 
P;ident, NH&S. 

(Top) Bates International of- 

ficers chat with J. R. Mac- 

Lennan, president, in New York. 

From left, L. IF. Farnsworth, 

Australia; MacLennan; Ken- 

kíchi Oki and Eizo Takeda, 

Japan. (Below) David Dutton, 

left, chairman of LPE, and 

Philip Schaff, chairman of 

Burnett, shake hands after sign- 

ing of merger agreement. 

Agencies are looking ahead to 

the day when advertisers will 

want to extend their reach 

into entire blocs of nations 

(Top) Robert Cole, executive 

vice president, McCann Inter- 

national tours Esso Train- 

ing Center, Manila. (Below) 

At Compas Benson Needham, 

NH&S's Madrid agency, Jose 

Antonio Alcazar directs photo. 
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Syndication's 
ups and downs 
While less off -network product 
is saleable abroad, features 
are finding a growing market 

1 he complexion of the international syndication mar - 
ket is changing. Though off-netw ork series once en- 

joyed a healthy foreign market, the past year saw sales 
register a slight decline over preceeding years. 

But the total syndication picture for the year shows 
an increase of roughly 10 per cent. The reason: features. 

Foreign stations are now realizing what American 
networks learned five years ago-features, especially 
good ones, can generally outpull a series. 

"The increasing use of features, especially in coun- 
tries with commercial tv, parallels their development in 
the U.S.," explained William Fineschriber, Jr., vice presi- 
dent for television of the Motion Picture Export Associa- 
tion of America. 

Because features are attracting bigger audiences and 

GUNSMOKE 
LA LEY DEL REVOLVER 

Spanish: Law of the Gun 

LA POLICE DES PLAINES 
French: Police of the Plains 

consume more time then series, their success is some- 
what at the expense of series sales. And the syndicators 
who have features aren't complaining about the prices 
they're getting in the major markets. 

According to Fineschriber the going price in the 
United Kingdom is around $6,000 an hour for a series 
compared to $15-$17,000 for a two-hour movie. 

In the less developed tv markets, such as in some 
Latin American countries, the going price for features 
is fairly close to the series price. Features have a going 
rate of about $800 an hour while series average out to 
around $600. 

The reason is that in such areas advertisers would 
rather buy full or half sponsorship in a program then a 
participating spot, but not many can afford it. The prices 
Latin American stations can afford to pay for program- 
ming are held down by this trend. 

While some of the reasons for the success of fea res 
is apparent, what's happening to series and othetotf- 
network programming? 

Obviously with the growth of features abroad the's 
less time available for series. But there are less sties 
available for shipment abroad. 

"Less and less of American programming carlgo 
abroad," explained Larry Hilford, recently named ice 
president of syndication for Screen Gems. He pointsxtt 

THE ROUNDERS 

VAQUEROS EN APUROS 
Spanish: Cowboys in a Jam 

that, in addition to fewer off -network originals-"et- 
work programs are dying after 13 or 26 weeks, whic,is 
really not enough to offer"-many more shows aren 
tape; which has several drawbacks in international n'. 

dication (the least of which isn't residuals, which re 
higher then for film programs). Finally, he says, mty 
shows produced here are not a:tractiN a to foreign nrt 
kets. 

But Alan Silverbach, vice president in charge of tñ-' 
dicated sales for Twentieth Century -Fox, points out as 

BUS STOP 

EN CRUCIJADA 
Spanish: Crossroads 

countries become more developed they start to prod e 

their own programming. They may continue to purchte 
first -run programming, but slow down on repeat salt" 

Among the areas where foreign production is on to 

increase is Australia, described as one of the aggresse' 
countries in this regard. While some consider the Ausss 
behind the British, Japanese or Canadians in productn 
capabilities, they made considerable progress in this art. 

There's also interest among American companies n 

setting up production facilities in foreign countries, 4 
only for supplying local needs in these countries, but 
airing in the U.S. and other nations as well. 

Screen Gems is already producing 81/2 hours of p - 

gramming per week for Canadian television and co -p 
duces nine hours of programming in Australia. Otbr 

GREEN ACRES 

GRANJERO ULTIMO MODELO 
Spanish: The Latest Model Farmer 
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS 
QUEJATE Y VERAS 

Spanish: Complain and You'll See 

zsil program syndicators such as Four Star and MCA are 
[h;$1 Illooking into the field also. 

One area for future growth is news and documentary 
specials. Willard Black, vice president for international 

l'sales for CBS Enterprises, believes that -the increase use of 
satellites in live coverage of events around the world has 
whetted the appetite of the world's population for news 
and information. Also, because of the nature of the spe- 
cials and programs, they can get on the air in countries 
which have non-commercial tv with less difficulty then 
entertainment programs or series. 

Walter Kingsley, executive vice president of MPC 
al 

agrees. His company, which has produced many spe- 
cials for network tv, including the National Geographic 

ooh' 

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 
LOS BEVERLY RICOS 

Spanish: The Beverly Rich 

MU -ankh' 
Japanese: The Happiest Billionaires 

I and the Jacques Cousteau specials, is getting a lot of at- 
tention from buyers, he reports. In fact, one National 

'Geographic special has been sold to Russia for airing in 
hu Moscow. 

"They paid cash for it," boasted Kingsley, who added 
;b','kthe Russians usually try to work a cultural trade arrange- 
g¿'ment. 

While sales in the big markets were up during the 
past year because of features, most syndicators expect a 
return to more gradual growth once the major feature 
deals are tied up. While developing markets have in- 
creased their buying considerably, in total they account 
for only a small percentage of the total syndication sales 

btI' 
picture. 

Everything considered, Australia is probably the best 
ufll market for U.S. product abroad. The maximum amount 

of airtime which can be devoted to foreign programming 
etw"is 50 per cent. In addition the Australian broadcast day 

is longer than in England, previously considered the bet- 
ter market. What's more, syndicators are getting top 
dollar for their product down under. Figured out on the 
basis of cost -per -home the Aussies are paying the equiva- 
lent of U.S. network prices, according to one syndicator. 

There are indications that Australia's program cartel 
Procedures may soon break up. The system under which 

the three networks (two of them commercial) pay for 
programs under a predetermined system of rates, and 
under which stations virtually choose programs the same 
way base -ball teams draft players has been under fire. 

One network tried to drop out but was prevented from 
doing so by a court injunction. A final decision by the 
court is expected soon. 

In addition to everything else, the down under market 
is attractive because the Australians speak English which 
saves on dubbing. The Aussies in many ways are similar 
to Americans, so that programs from the states are liked. 

As for the rest of the world, there are both good and 
bad signs for syndicators. 

PEYTON PLACE 

LA CALDERA DEL DIABLO 
Spanish: The Devil's Cauldron 

Latin America, for example, continues to be a big 
market for American product. 

Though growth in new stations has slowed down from 
the peak of a few years ago, there are a considerable 
number of stations in Latin America and the bulk of them 
are commercial. There's lots of competition among sta- 
tions and if it were not for inflation and the difficulties 
in collecting bills it might be the U.S.'s best market. 

"We get paid," reports John Spires director of inter- 
national sales for MGM -TV, "but we have to watch out." 

Spires points out slow payment is not always the sta- 

tions' fault. With serious economic problems in several 
countries, stations have a hard time collecting from their 

WANTED: DEAD OR ALIVE 
RANDALL EL JUSTICIERO 

Spanish: Randall, Man of Justice 

AU NOM DE LA LOI 
French: In the Name of the Law 

advertisers. At interest rates that sometimes hit 100 
per cent a year they can't afford to borrow money. 

Series are doing fairly well in Latin America, espe- 
cially action programs. Part of the loss of business due 
to stations producing their own shows (especially soap 
operas in prime time) has been made up for by the in- 

flux of new stations. 
Action and sex series as well as features have always 

clone well in Latin America, but that does not exclude 
situation comedies from making it too. Twentieth Cen- 
tury -Fox has sold The Ghost and Mrs. Muir and Julia 
throughout the area. 

In Japan, the focal point of business in the Far East, 
there is interest in virtually any good program which 

(Continued on page 55) 
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Every year the rating services add 
a little more to the mountainous 

pile of audience data spewed out in 
explosive volume by computers. 

Marketing people and media plan- 
ners usually welcome the new ma- 
terial-indeed they have had a hand 
pushing for it-but the media buyer, 
who must plough through it, often 
hastily and under the gun of a dead- 
line, has come to regard the informa- 
tion flood with less than enthusiasm. 

The latest data offerings for local 
ratings are now being shown to agen- 
cies, reps and stations by the Amer- 
ican Research Bureau and A. C. Niel- 
sen. As in past years, both services 
offer more than they had before- 
more frequent reports and more data 
in each report. 

However, one of the NSI innova- 
tions, while it adds information, in- 
volves quarter-hour reports with only 
eight columns of data-a novelty well 
calculated to endear NSI to time - 
buyers and dubbed, with reason, the 
"timebuyer's friend." 

It is unlikely to replace in the near 
future the 45 to 60 -odd columns of 
viewing facts buyers must routinely 
contend with. But it raises the possi- 
bility that, if it proves adequate for 
most buys, the format will be adopted 
as a "short form" while the "long 
form" is shown separately or con- 
fined to computer tapes. 

Nielsen people say the information 
in the new format is enough for nine 
out of 10 buys. The eight columns 
are (1) metro household ratings. (2) 
metro household shares, (3) house- 
hold ratings for the Designated Mar- 
ket Area, (4) total households, (5) 
total women, (6) total women 18 -to - 
49, (7) total men and (8) total chil- 
dren. 

The Nielsen contention that most 
buys rely on only a few basic meas- 
urements is supported by a number 
of media people and by a study done 
by Katz Television. 

The study was based on a listing 
of demographics requested by agen- 
cies in their day-to-day buying dur- 
ing a one -month period-August 16 
to September 15-almost two years 

ago. In all, 31 measurements were 
tabulated according to the percentage 
of total requests. Twenty-four of the 
demographics were requested less 
than 10 per cent of the time. 

Women 18 -to -49, for example, 
were asked for on the avails in 17.9 
per cent of the requests, a striking 
fact in view of the generally accepted 
idea that this group is the single 
most important target for tv adver- 
tisers. Interestingly, the ratio of re- 
quests for women 18 -to -34, repre- 
senting the young homemaker sup- 
posedly of such great interest to mar- 
keters, was 9.5 per cent. The figure 
for women 35 -to -49 was 5.3 per cent, 
for women 35 -and -over, 2.1 per cent, 
and for women 50 -and -over, it was 
1.6 per cent. But total women were 
requested in 55.3 per cent of the cas- 
es. 

Homes data wanted 

With all the talk about the im- 
portance of trying to reach "pros- 
pects" (meaning individuals in the 
right age and sex groups) rather than 
just counting heads (meaning house- 
holds), by far the greatest number 
of requests were for household rat- 
ings and total homes. The former 
were included in 96.8 per cent of the 
avail requests and the latter in 98.7 
per cent of the requests. The closest 
figure to these two was the "total 

women" category. 
The per cent of adult vieers 

a program was asked for in bs tl 
1 per cent of the requests. [:to 
Lady of the House under 35 glint 
50. Ditto for data on educatil,. A 

ditto for product usage data 
Another point about the pi ife 

tion of audience data is tha ms 

of them are redundant-that tl 

measure the same things, iieff 
A number of agencies have i e 

dundancy studies in the pa s 

test of the usefulness of new i el 

Help! : . 

More 
audience 

data 
coming 



i c i 

óp osed or printed by the rating 
1 vices. 

''''k One of the recent studies was done 

''' 111 Benton & Bowles. Taking a ran - 

r imly selected rating report, B&B 
fueati.i searchers picked three ARB col - 
dal rns that were suspected to be re - 

I ndant. They were (1) women 18- 
ú 149, (2) housewives under 50 and 
-Ih11 ) washloads. 
g i The analysis revealed that 
sale' ree columns had correlation 
se ¡ cients of .95 to .98. A 

nelation would be 1.00. 

the 
co - 

perfect cor- 
The agency 

w 

tt 

is convinced that if they dug around 
they would find other groups of col- 
umns that were similarly repetitive. 

B&B has recommended a basic list 
of demographics which would ful- 
fill the needs of large clients, such 
as Procter & Gamble and General 
Foods. Thirteen items were sug- 

gested: (1) metro rating, (2) metro 
share, (3) total homes. (4) adults 
18 and over, (5) total women, (6) 
women 18 -to -49, (7) women 18 -to -34, 

(8) total men, (9) men 18 -to -49, 

(10) men 18 -to -34, (11) teens 12 -to - 

17. (12) children 2 -to -11 and (13) 

children 6 -to -11. 
In addition, there are a few other 

categories which B&B feels may be 

defined as basic-households in the 
duplicated market area (called Area 

of Dominant Influence by ARB and 

Designated Market Area by Nielsen) 
and a few consumer units such as 

family size. 
Despite the evidence casting doubt 

on the need for the current volume 

of audience data, there is no organ- 
ized and articulate group that appear 
ready to spearhead a drive for re- 

duction ín data. 
In the meantime, here are the new 

data being offered by the local rating 
services. First, ARB: 

A third national sweep, this one 

ín May, to supplement the November 

and February -March sweeps, will be 

instituted. This will involve cutting 
down the number of October reports, 
of which there are now 42. Those 

markets with only three reports, one 

of which falls in October, will hence- 

forth have their third report in May. 

Nine markets are affected. All in all, 

of the some 225 markets covered by 

the sweeps, about 150 will be added 

to the May sweep. 
Weekly ratings on an ADI homes 

basis will now be included in regu- 
(Continued on page 58) 

T here's already 
too much data, 
buyers feel, but 
there's little 
indication the 
flood will ebb 

ARB's 58 columns of data compare 

with only four 15 years ago 



Some clients must be watched when on the set so that they don't trip over cables, annoy 
the crew or make noises. 

Please don't annoy 
the cameraman 

The account man has to know when to say no 

to a client while shooting commercials 
and have the expertise to back it up 

The account man was new to com- 
mercials production, so there was 

bound to be some trouble. The client 
was new, also, and very important 
to the agency. Hence, when the client 
called up the day the commercial was 
being shot and said he wanted to 
check things at the studio to make 
sure his idea wasn't botched up, the 
account man almost tripped over his 
secretary in his rush to get out of the 
office. - 

At the studio, the client raised a 
number of questions about camera 
angles and other aspects of shooting 
he wasn't qualified to talk about and 
the account man nodded actively. It 
became obvious, said the client, that 
some very important matters involv- 
ing the commercial would have to be 
discussed at lunch. 

And make sure the director comes 
along, the client said. 

It's not wise to tell the client about the 
shady deals that could save him 

money. 

The account man, naturally, oke 
for a classy restaurant but the udi 
was not located in a classy dtrie 
which is understandable. Eveluall 
finding one, the account extutiv 
bundled the client and directc' int 
a cab. 

The lunch took a long time F6 
one thing, there were strong die: 

ences of opinion between the lien 
and the director. For anothel t)<i 

restaurant was so classy, it :ide 
itself on its leisurely service. 

Sometime during the convent -lot 

the director brought up the poi:ltha 
production people only get anion 
for lunch and that they're all din 
around waiting for him to geinac 

-and getting paid for doing obl 

ing. Somehow the point got losin 
acerbic discussion about c.ner 

angles. 

Caught in the middle ' 

Anyhow, when the trio got sac 

to the studio, it was past the nddl 

of the afternoon. The directo:Iwa 
irritable, not sure what the cliei vta 

driving at and wondering abou o 

to make up the cost of the lostim 
The rest of the day was a distil nt. 

Moral: Clients are occupann: 
hazards in commercials proditio 
and it's up to the account mi' t 

keep the client under control an 

explain, as best he can, what it 

volved in a commercial and An 

the risks of making changes. 
By the nature of their jol a 

count men often find themhe 
caught between two sides. In tin'as 

of a commercial, the agency a 

must communicate the idea t, t 

client as clearly as possible, thurel 
resenting the agency point of e 

But he must also work well wit di 

client and, sometimes, be the Ott 
spokesman. When problems ari' i 

the more technical areas of con1e: 

cials production, the account ma 

in a particularly difficult spot, 
he must know enough about the td 

ject to avoid sounding stupid yt 

obviously he cannot become a: ea 

pert. 
Because of his responsibility ti 

account man often extends hi: e 

more than is necessary and in e. 

in which his expertise is limit : 4 
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fhe account man has to have some last 
answers when a client wants to know 

why a commercial cost $9,000 

over the bid price. 

hest. 

One agency producer told of his 
experience with an account super- 
visor who came on the set and in- 
'sisted that the decor-a period style 
about which the account man had 
Some knowledge- was technically 

+wrong. Changing it would have re- 
lquired sending everyone home, re- 
dressing the set, and tying up the 
'studio, equipment and staff an extra 
day. 

q'¡ The producer, knowing this could 
«r. un into an additional $5,000, con- 

vinced the account supervisor that 
io 

the scene would appear authentic 
toUl 

when seen on the tv screen. And it 

3 did. 

By comparison with tv, print ad- 
vertising techniques are rarely a 
problem for the account man. Of 

Ifs 
course, technical knowledge is rarely 

lt1,1 
critical since print ads rarely ap- 

P 

proach the average cost of a video 

kr 
ad. 

Because the cost of commercials 
Is substantial the account man finds 
he must know, for example, some- 
thing about contingency estimates, 
why a 30 -second spot can cost as 
much as a 60 or how to interpret 
a storyboard. 

Studio people who (leal with 

g'ill, 
agency personnel say that, in addi- 
tion to knowing the basics of 

shouldclient's 
corn- 

IuFP 

nt man 
irt 

l learn how to 
s production, the 

fieldc aucli nt s 

him on 

questions 

set.mercia1 

and 

i' lr Account men sometimes fall on 

cll.. 
their faces in answering the simplest 

tsld 

t;' 
rj# 

,111 

P¡r" 

ol 

questions from clients about com- 
mercials. This could be because no 
one has ever taken the time to ex- 
plain some of the basics or because 
the account man never bothered to 
find out. 

Many of them do bother, of course. 
Robert Warner, senior television pro- 
ducer at Ogilvy & Mather, who 
teaches a course on television pro- 
duction at New York Universii', says 

tape. At $200 an hour for the use of 

the tape equipment, it's an expensive 
way to be bailed out. 

However, a rule of thumb can be 

relied on for estimating film com- 
pletion time. In general, it takes from 
20 to 36 days. If complicated opti- 

cals are involved and/or editing 
happens to be difficult or time-con- 
suming, it will, of course, take longer. 

(Continued on page 56) 

A lavish lunch. for the client with the director along means the crew gets to hang around 

waiting to resume shooting. 

a large number of his students are 
account executives who attend 

primarily to get background in- 

formation. 

Completion time 

Warner said account men often 

take it for granted that a film com- 

mercial takes a month from shooting 

to release prints. "But they do and 

they don't. It depends on the com- 

mercial." 
This misunderstanding becomes a 

problem when the account man tells 

the client the advertising will be 

ready on a certain date, not because 

he's sure but because he's penned 

in and doesn't want to appear ig- 

norant. 
This happens inure often than one 

would suspect, studio people say. As 

a result, the agency producer and 

production house have to resort to 

various short-cuts, such as editing on 

Some clients like simple jingles-but a 

jingle .that's easy to remember may 
be easy to forget. 

Television Age, July 14, 1969 
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INTERNATIONAL SPECTRUM '69 

Western Europe looks forward to 
healthy growth of color tv in 

the near future. 
The number of color sets sold by 

1971 is expected to be 20 per cent 
of all set sales. Color sales in 1967, 
Western Europe's first color year, 
were 170,000 and the projected 
amount of sets sold in 1970 is ex- 
pected to be around 1.5 million. 

If certain manufacturers are cor- 
rect, color sales will reach 5 million 
sets per year by the end of the next 
decade, which presupposes an annual 
growth rate of 15 per cent. This 
would make the saturation rate of 
color television sets about 30 per 
cent. 

In a study on color television in 
Europe, Loeb, Rhoades & Co. gave 
these three reasons for the expected 
growth: The "color -conditioned" con- 
sumer, the general absence of adver- 
tising (as a rule, European televis- 

ion is controlled by governments and 
financed by taxpayers) and the qual- 
ity of color. 

The consumer is color -conditioned, 
it's said, because of the large expan- 
sion of color photography during 
the last decade. Black and white mov- 
ies are the exception now, a means 
of artistic endeavors. Despite the fact 
that color film is more expensive, 
sales of color movie and still film ex- 
ceed sales of black and white by three 
to one. 

The number of color hours trans- 
mitted on tv have increased as swift- 
ly as the sales of the color sets. After 
only six months of color, the BBC 
was regularly transmitting 28 hours 
of color tv. 

The three British networks by the 
end of 1969 hope to be transmitting 
color programs at the rate of a 100 
hours a week. The networks in France 
and Germany are now transmitting 

23 hours and 15 hours, respective !r. 

The Germans hope to step up t1' 

rate of 30 to 40 hours a week throt 
1969. The Netherlands network, my 

with eight hours of color progra- 
ming, hope to be screening 22 hops 
a week by 1970. 

In Western Europe the Britly 
Broadcasting Corp. was the first 
begin color programming. This Is 
in the summer of 1967. West G¡ - 

many, France and the Netherlaiislt 
followed in September, 1968, wii 

Austria joining them in January fp 

1969. Italy, Belgium, Sweden a1 

Denmark will start color progra- 
ming toward the end of 1970, acco:4F 

ing to the Loeb, Rhoades study. 
Because Europe made a later sta.', 

in color tv, manufacturers there wcp 

able to learn from America's mc9 

than a decade of experience. As p, 

result, Europe's color tv is said to ,} 

(Continued on page :11, 

Western Europe 
gears for color 

Color sales should run to 20 per 
cent of all receivers by '71, 
saturation to 30 per cent in 10 years 

RCA PAL system color receiver being 
tested at Skelmersdale, England, factory. 
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Television around the world 

A listing of receivers and a set -penetration figure country -by -country, exclusive of U. S. Armed 

Forces installations. The penetration figure used is based upon sets -per -thousand people, as there 

is no universal agreement on who constitutes a household. Data is from U.S., foreign govern- 

ment sources; TELEVISION AGE correspondents, and others. 

h:C 

upp t, 

Country 
1Wc 

)1t1 NORTH AMERICA 

Itr Bermuda 
}j(.. Canada 

United States of America 

Total 

CENTRAL AMERICA 

Barbados 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Dominican Republic 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Jamaica 
Mexico 
Netherlands Antilles 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Puerto Rico 
Trínídad 8, Tobago 
Virgin Islands 

Total 

SOUTH AMERICA 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Ecuador 
Peru 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

Total 

1 WESTERN EUROPE 

Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany (West) 
Gibraltar 
Great Britain & No. Ireland 
Iceland 
Ireland (Eire) 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Malta 
Monaco 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 

Total 

Tv Receivers 

16,000 
7,271,000 

83,000,000 

90,287,000 

& CARIBBEAN 
12,000 
75,000 

575,000 
85,000 
50,000 
71,000 
10,000 
21,000 
50,000 

2,200,000 
29,000 
35,000 

100,000 
400,000 

41,000 
15,000 

3,769 000 

1,950,000 
5,000,000 

150,000 
450,000 
66,000 

310,000 
215,000 
652,000 

8,793,000 

Population 1,000 population 

51,000 313.7 
20,772,000 350.0 

201,941.000 411.0 

251,000 
1,631,000 
8,238,000 
4,029,000 
3,151,000 
4,864,000 
4,674,000 
2,535,000 
1,913,000 

47,267,000 
213,000 

1,848,000 
1,372,000 
2,735,000 
1,010,000 

56,000 

23,617,000 
88,209,000 

9,351,000 
19,829,000 
5,695,000 

12,772,000 
2,818,000 
9,686,000 

1,072,866 7,338,000 
1,800,625 9,606,000 
1,200,000 4,839,000 

939,277 4,694,000 
8,879,316 50,300,000 

14,492,340 57,827,000 
5,700 25.000 

15,152,566 55,068,000 
23,957 200,000 

382,589 2,910,000 
7,700,000 53,827,000 

47,992 335,000 
45,000 319,000 
15,000 23,000 

2,630,000 12,764,000 
650,000 3,813,000 
280,280 9,505,000 

3,345,000 32,411,000 
2,325,834 7,868,000 

961,521 6,036,000 

62,449,880 

Key: Cott., commercial; 1., lines; f., frames. 
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Sets per Notes (Systems, Line Standards, 
Frame Speeds) 

Cml. 525-30f 
Cml. 525-30f 
Cml. 525-30f 

47.8 Cml., 525-30f. 
46.0 Cml., 525-30f. 
69.7 Non-cml., 525-30f. 
21.1 Cml., 525-30f. 
15.9 Cml., 525-30f. 
14.6 Cml., 525-30f. 
2.1 Cml., 525-30f. 
8.3 Cml., 525-30f. 

27.6 Cml., 625-25f. 
46.5 Cml., 525-30f. 

136.2 Cm]., 625-25f, (gov't. owned, pvt./lease) 
18.9 Cml., 525-30f. 
72.9 Cml., 525-30f. 

146.3 Cml., 525.301. (reaches 
40.6 Cml., 525-30f. 

267.9 Cml., 525-30f. 

Virgin Islands) 

82.6 Cml., 625-25f. (one gov't. semi-cml. station) 

56.7 Cml., 525-30f. (one gov't. non-cml. station) 

16.0 Cml., 625-25f. 
22.7 Cml., 525-30f. 
11.6 Cml., 525-30f. (one gov't. non-cml. station) 

24.3 Cml., 525-30f. (one gov't. non-cml. station) 
76.3 Cml., 525-30f. (one gov't. non-cml. station) 
67.3 Cml., 625-30f. (one gov't. non-cml. station) 

146.2 Cml., 625-25f. (cmls., grouped 7-8 p.m.) 

187.4 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
248.0 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
200.1 Cml., 625-25f. (non-cml. ín primetime) 
176.5 Non-cml., 819-25f. 
250.6 Semi-cml., 625-25f. 
228.0 Cml., 625-251. 
275.2 Cml., 405-251. (non-coml., 625-25f.) 

119.8 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
131.5 Cml., 625-25f. 
143.1 Cml., 625-25f. (cmls., grouped in evening) 

143.3 Cml., 819-25f (reaches France & Belgium) 
141.1 Cml., 625-25f. 
652.2 Cml., 819.25f. (also reaches France) 
206.0 Semi -crol., 625-25f. 
128.5 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
29.5 Cml., 625.25f 

103.2 Cml., 625.25f 
295.6 Cml., 625-25f 
144.8 Semi-cml., 625-25f. 
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Television around the world (Continued) 

Country Tv Receivers Poulation 

EASTERN EUROPE 

Sets per 
1,000 population 

Notes (Systems, Line Standards, ,t 
Frame Speeds) 

Albania 2,000 1,965,000 1.0 Non-cml., 625-25f. (experimental) 
Bulgaria 190,000 8,335,000 22.8 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Czechoslovakia 2,700,000 14,362,000 188.0 Limited cml., 625-25f. 
Germany (East) 4,100,000 16,001,000 256.2 Non-cml., 626-25f. 
Greece 60,000 8,778,000 6.8 Non-cml., experimental 
Hungary 1,282,667 10,273,000 124.9 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Poland 3,000,000 32,207,000 93.1 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Romania 577,000 19,285,000 29.9 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
USSR 19,000,000 237,000,000 80.2 Cml., 625-25f. (gov't. owner) 
Yugoslavia 1,000,000 20,186,000 49.5 Cml., 625-25f. (limited) 

Total 31,911,667 

NEAR EAST 
Aden 20,000 Cml., 625-25f. (Arabic, English) 
Cyprus 30,000 621,000 48.3 Non-cml., 625-25f. (English, Greek, 

Turkish) 
Iran 150,000 26,810,000 4.8 Cml., 525-301. 
Iraq 175,000 8,440,000 20.7 Cml., 625-25f. (between 6:30-11 p.m.) 
Israel 45,000 2,771,000 16.2 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Jordan 15,000 2,123,000 7.1 Cml., 625-25f. 
Lebanon 175,000 2,367,000 73.9 Cml., 625-25f. (reaches Israel) 
Saudi Arabia 50,000 6,036,000 8.3 Non-cml., 525-30f. 
Syria 75,000 5,570,000 13.2 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Turkey 6,000 33,823,000 0.2 Non-cml., 625-25f. (experimental) 

Total 741,000 

AFRICA 
Algeria 83,064 12,943,000 6.4 Non-cml., 819-25f. 
Congo (Brazzaville) 1,000 826,000 1.2 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Congo (Kinshasa) 7,000 16,354,000 0.4 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Ethiopia 7,000 23,667,000 0.3 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Gabon 1,200 473,000 2.5 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Ghana 10,000 8,376,000 1.2 Cml., 625-25f. 
Ivory Coast 6,500 3,750,000 1.7 Cml., 625-25f. 
Kenya 14,000 9,928,000 1.4 Cml., 625-25f. 
Liberia 4,000 1,098,000 3.6 Cml., 625-25f. 
Mauritius 11,000 795,000 13.8 Cml., 625-25f. 
Morocco 85,656 14,580,000 5.9 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Nigeria 52,526 61,450,000 0.9 Cml., 625-25f. 
Reunion 13,000 Cml., 625-25f. (limited) 
Rhodesia 45,000 Cml., 625-25f. 
Senegal 500 3,490,000 0.1 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Sierra Leone 3,000 2,475,000 1.2 Cml. 625-25f. 
Sudan 20,000 14,770,000 1.4 Cml. 625-251. 
Tunisia 37,000 4,533,000 8.2 Cml., 625-25f. (limited) 
Uganda 9,000 7,934,000 1.1 Cml., 625-25f. 
U.A.R. 450,000 30,907,000 14.6 Cml., 625-25f. 
Upper Volta 5,000 5,155,000 1.0 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Zambia 17,500 3,945,000 4.4 Cml., 625-25f. 

Total 882,940 

FAR EAST 
Cambodia 25,000 6,557,000 3.8 Non-cml., 525-301. 
China 240,000 13,466,000 17.8 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Guam 37,000 94,000 393.6 Cml., 525-30f. 
Hong Kong 110,000 3,878,000 28.4 Cml., 405-25f. (closed-circuit) 
India 6,500 511,115,000 0.0 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Indonesia 70,265 112,825,000 0.6 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Japan 20,610,000 101,000,000 203.9 Cml., 525-30f. (also non-cml., network) 
Malaysia 100,000 10,410,000 9.6 Cml., 625-25f. 
Okinawa 153,000 Cml., 525-30f. 
Pakistan 40,000 109,520,000 0.4 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Philippines 350,000 35,782,000 9.8 Cml., 525-30f. 
Singapore 108,040 1,975,000 54.7 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
S. Korea 100,000 30,691,000 3.3 Cml., 525-301. 
S. Vietnam 17,414,000 Non-cml., 625-25f. 
Thailand 220,000 33,693,000 6.5 Cml., 525-30f. 
Taiwan 240,000 Cml., 525-30f. (one gov't. non-cml. station 

Total 22,409,760 

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND 
Australia 2,341,532 12,031,000 194.6 Cml., 625-25f. 
New Zealand 586,660 2,757,000 212.8 Cml., 625-25f. 

Total 2;928,200 

Key: Cml., commercial; 1., lines; j., frames. 
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A PROGRAM MAN'S . . . 

Come back, morality 
Joe Namath cried a lot on television not too long ago. 

;e cried, he said, because he was going to have to leave 

iotball, where he had achieved the rare pinnacle of 

`aperstar, on principle. 
The principle involved was his refusal to sell his inter - 

;t in a nightclub -restaurant on New York's posh east 

'de, just because known criminals and gamblers fre- 

uented it. Namath claimed he didn't know they were 

amblers or crooks, and he didn't have anything to do 

ith them personally-just sat at their table as he would 

ith any of his regular customers who came in to see the 
,cks. - 

A lot of people took his side against Pete Rozelle, the 

lar of football. Unfair, they said. Guilt by association, 
icy said. Good riddance, say we. 

Several national magazines have piled into Namath 
ith facts and insinuations; more probably will. Rozelle 
lays Joe had been warned. Namath says he can't keep 
to bums out even if he recognizes them. 

An idol for kids 

Namath has made a career of being amoral. The big 
lol for kids has bragged about the girls he has had and 
to swinging pad he keeps, with fur coats and fur rugs 
nd fur god knows what. Could it be that the lad cries too 
tech to be sincere? Besides, what hardship would 
be to sell his share in a restaurant? If Namath is such 

n angel why doesn't he sue the accusers for libel and col- 
let? 

And it isn't only Namath, an idol of today's kids who, 
I nfortunately, hope to be just like him someday. The 

tapers are filled with transcripts of other show business 
elebrities who apparently were ordered about like chat - 

by known mobsters. Transcripts of Mafia conversa - 
¡ions, bugged by the FBI before Lyndon B. Johnson 
(tailed a halt to the surveillance, indicated that some of 

IOle top show business personalities made themselves avail- 
ble to work in Mafia -controlled nightspots. 

Other data goes much farther. One personality was 
known to have met with the late Lucky Luciano in Cuba, 
!lid was kicked out of Nevada (no mean feat) for con- 
yorting with a notorious member of the underworld. 

Guilt by association? 
Guilt by association. Is this justice? When one con- 

`iders that some of the playmates of these personalities 
lave been known to kill, rob, and grow fat on human 

I +ices and frailties, it is hardly an illogical conclusion 
hat to choose such friends and to continue to be seen 
with them is a trait of something less than a family loy- 

It°. 
Ilag, dedicated, moral man. 

Perhaps the saddest commentary is to see respectable 
'advertisers make major concessions and pay excessive 
Prices to get the undisputed talents of these worthies for 

+their product sell. And just as sad is the fact that the 
P ublic forgives them their whimsical trespasses and, by 
(sewing them on tv, puts them in the top rating cate- 
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vie wpoin ts 
gories of television entertainment. 

Most talent agencies, in the cool of the evening after 
a number of boozes, will admit they have a man on staff 
who specializes in selling talent to nightclubs run by the 
Mafia-that is, most of the clubs. The man is instructed 
to call them Mister, and never to covet anything they 
have, lest that item or person lie delivered to him as a 

gift and thus make him beholden forever. There is at 

least one big talent agent who was financed and sustained 
by the mob. 

Ift18. ... . 

He cried a lot on television. 

_ 

The point of this indignant look at the loss of a proper 
old fashioned moral code in this clay's permissive society 
is that, if somebody doesn't take a stand, the whole coun- 

try is going to decay with affluence; paper money; goof- 

off labor; I'm all right, Jack; and acceptance of hums in 

proper society. 

The advertiser's role 

The advertiser has power to help stop or slow that 
decay. He doesn't have to buy any of the characters who 

might reflect unfavorably on his product. He can get just 
as good -a value by buying talent who are acceptable and 
above reproach. Fortunately there are a lot of them. 

Perhaps the most regretable part of this contempt for 
middle class morals is that some of these personalities 
were poor boys who, by their skills and talents, made it 

big in a tough, competitive world. True, none of them has 

made any lasting contribution to society, but all have 
given a lot of people much pleasure in their leisure time. 

Why, then, would they stoop to association with the dregs 

of society? 
The Nixon administration is taking a firm stand on 

morality in government and in society. What a courag- 
eous thing it would be for advertisers to take a stand in 

censuring three of the biggest stars in never-never land. 
So go ahead and cry a lot, Joe Namath. Your knees 

may hurt you, but your conscience ought to hurt you a 

whole lot more. You've sure let the youth of America 
down with a thud.-J.B. 
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Film/Tape Report 

DDB'S DIRECTORS STUDIO 

It's no secret by now that Doyle 
Dane Bernbach is going into the tv 
commercial production business. Can 
they, however, underbid established 
production firms? If so, how? And 
what is The Directors Studio they've 
taken over, anyhow? 

In a tour of The Directors Studio, 
a four-story production facility at 
527 W. 45th St., New York, Hugh 
Branigan, its general manager and 
former DDB vice president in charge 
of broadcast, explained, "It belonged 
to Lux -Brill Productions. Wherever 
possible we's e tried to keep the staff 
intact." 

The present staff includes 11 full- 
time people including an assistant 
cameraman, office manager and edi- 
tor. Others will be hired on a tempo- 
rary basis to supplement the staff 
when necessary. 

"If we find we need more people 
and we have the volume of work 
to keep them busy," said Branigan, 
we'll add additional fulltime people 
to our staff." 

There are no salesmen on the staff 
and that's one big area where Bran- 
igan expects to save money. 

While Branigán is in charge of 
running the studio creative control 
is under Bob Gage, executive vice 
president and creative director at the 
agency. 

The first floor stage is 40 -by -70 
feet. It has a cyclorama that wraps 
around two walls and, unlike many 
installations, this one is permanent. 
The stage is at street level and so a 
convenient garage door provides di- 
rect access. Utility connections are 
installed beneath a steel plate con- 
cealed in the floor, so that kitchen or 
bath sequences can have working 
facilities. 

One interesting feature of the 
studio is the kitchens-interesting 
because there are so many of them. 
There are four permanent ones, not 
counting the ones on wheels that can 
be installed on the stage or the re- 
frigerators also used for storing film. 

On the first floor stage there's 
a kitchen conveniently located against 
one wall next to the dressing rooms. 
Unlike the "hotplate in the corner" 
set-up at many stages this one is well 
lit with much working area. 

Branigan pointed out that the 
dressing rooms are especially well 
adapted for one DDB client in par- 
ticular: Clairol. They contain sham- 
poo basins especially designed for 
washing hair and quite naturally 
the make-up lights are matched to 
the stage lights. 

Who would be directing commer- 
cials at the studio? Branigan ex- 
plained that several agency producers 
are members of the Directors Guild, 
and will frequently direct com- 
mercials. 

An earlier release from the agency 
stated the art directors would be di- 
rectly responsible for the "execu- 
tion" of much of the commercial pro- 
duction. This may mean that the 
agency producer who is also a direc- 
tor would either work closely with 
the art director or at times even let 
the art director handle the direction 
chores with the agency producer 
standing by. Of course, outside di- 
rectors will also be hired from time 
to time. This could reverse the trend 
which has reduced the influence of 
the agency producer. 

The third floor studio is the same 
size as that on the first floor but 
doesn't have a wrap -around cyc. It 
does, however, have a balcony which 
affords an additional position to shoot 
from. Also occupying the third floor 
is a carpentry shop. 

Branigan said at one point, "We're 
not out to cut anyone's throat but we 
want to give our clients an honest 
shake." He said that The Directors 
Studio would seek to make a profit, 
an understandable policy for a pub- 
licly -held agency. The studio will 
bid on commercials for the agency's 
clients as would any other production 
house and will get the work only if 
their bid is lowest. 

"We couldn't in good faith con- 
vince our clients to use the studio if 
we didn't have the lowest bid," ex- 
plained Branigan. 

But the production facility may 
have some advantages over the com- 
petition. In addition to the lack of 
salesmen, there are no $100,000 a 
year cameramen or directors on 
staff. At the same time there is the 
obvious advantage of being part of 
Doyle Dane Bernbach. 

"If I find I'm not bidding low 

Iir 

enough to keep the studio busy; a. 
plained Branigan, "I'll just hali,lo 
take a lower profit." 

DDB, however, has annoubed 
that the studio will do about ne. 
third of the agency's producdn. 
Many observers say it's difficu to 
believe that there won't be somat- 
tempt at the agency to keep the 
studio busy. 

People touring the studio have. 
marked on its cleanliness. Eery 

room is paneled and carpeted nd 
even the studios are in order. 

Within the first week of ov@r- 

ship the agency shot its first 'm'- 

mercial, a location shooting' at 
Grossinger's Hotel, in New Yik's 
Catskill Mountains. 

Branigan is in the process of et- 
ting up a West Coast office for st!io 
and location work. Those faciiies 
will be in operation within the at 
few weeks. 

Immediate reaction to The Ai - 

rectors Studio came during a Brtd- 
cast Advertising Producer's Sooty 
of America meeting held a few nipts 
after the initial announcement. 

One studio executive felt 1,at 

DDB would be able to make thelc- 
quisition work if the agency kips 

its volume within bounds. 
Another felt that BAPSA 

bers should plead with DDB no to 
take on outside business. The ai;n- 

cy had announced their facihes 
would be available to anyone H n 

they were not too busy. 

SINGERS' SELF-SYNDICATIOI 

If you're an advertiser who or 

duced and sponsored a show th 

strong product identification d 

that was aired in this country, . w 

do you get it on the air in counties 
where no product identification 
lowed? 

That's the problem which f,es 

Floyd Ritchie as advertising nn 
ager for the North Atlantic (n- 
sumer Products Group at Singer. is 
been his job over the past year tcll- 
rect the syndication sales of tlee 

Singer specials abroad. 
In the U.S., the program was tied 

Singer Presents Herb Albert, id 

ditto for Toney Bennett or Don 0 
In countries such as England the en 
pang had to delete "Singer presets' 
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orn the name of the show. 

' "In many cases we try to let the 

-' rublic know who is presenting the 
T, 

says Ritchie. "This means ads 

I,Nr 
'n the tv page of newspapers, posters, 

p1 end merchandising the show in 

linger centers, such as through the 

Ile of a recording of the show. 

ik For his first year Ritchie, with the 

Itr 'd of a lawyer, handled the syndi- 

,¡,t;l ,átion chores himself. This means 11 

J1;' 
tips abroad in 12 months. But his 

. 

ea is o have e ger 
}1 re eachte untryhtakenovermanagers in 

he future. 

Of v, 

l`' Ritchie believes that after his hav- 
e sale once, they can do 

Yi 
t again. Ofh course, there is the added 

.,Ienefit of a "Frenchmen selling a 

renchman." This method also holds 
1'» Ilown syndication costs since no ad- 

d 
litional staff is needed. 

To make the job easier the pro- 
-rams are conceived with interna- 

a'ia " tonal syndication in mind. All are 
Ift 

1 

pone on location so that the program 
as visually interesting. Talk is kept 
to a minimum to cut down on Bubb- 

, iling and the emphasis is on music 
Winstead of comedy or variety. 

; In many countries Singer has to 
settle for a token payment for the 

`uu (program. 
51I "In order to attract top interna - 
0' , tional talent to perform under the 
1,,1Singer banner we guarantee them 

11 world-wide exposure. This makes the 
show easier to sell and of course the 
alent collects the residuals," explains 

1B 
' Ritchie. 

lE 

J1) 

sx 

ab 

Nsj 

rr 

I'WVI'S DIVERSIFICATION 
s'`j 

' Western Video Industries was 
founded on a policy of diversifica - 

110 -t; 

tion. The two -year -old company has 
gone into the programing area in 

rbtl order to keep its Hollywood Video 
tná f Center production facility working 
i(51 at full capacity. 

Dick Ward, Hollywood Vídeo Cen- 
«ter vice president and director of 
production explained that in order 
to keep HVC's two stages and two 
mobile units busy the company has 
gone into its own program produc- 
tion, syndication, and educational 

el' program areas. The company has also 
Caro recently established a scenic design 
of I and casting facility. 

In addition to the Steve Allen 
Show and the Della Reese Show, 
which are currently in production, 
WVI has several of its own proper- 
ties which it will begin production 

on and syndicate within the next 
few months. 

The first of these is a series of 
dramatic anthology specials titled 
Paul Gregory Theater. The first of 
these, "Kansas City, I love You," is 

a 90 -minute drama starring Efrem 
Zimbalist Jr., which was recently 
taped on location in Los Angeles. 

Now and Then is an hour variety 
series combining the nostalgia of the 
show business past with the con- 

temporary scene. The series is being 
produced by SpectraMedia Television 
for Kenmar Productions and is being 
financed by Storer Broadcasting and 

Metromedia Television. 
Dr. Zodiac is a series of 12 one - 

hour variety specials which will star 
top names grouped under the partic- 

ular sign of the zodiac under which 

they were born. 
Saucepans and the Single Girl is a 

half-hour strip cooking show heard 

on the cookbooks written by Judy 

Perry and Jinx Kragen. The pro- 

gram written by Mrs. Kragen will 

star a celebrity guest on each show. 

Man on the Go with Alex Drier 

consists of 130 five-minute commen- 

taries. 
WVI has also taken over the syndi- 

cation of the King family's 12 one - 

hour specials. 
In addition, WVI is producing on 

tape educational programs for ele- 

mentary grades. The shows which 

now include lessons in physics, music, 

history and science are taped during 
slack periods in the studio. 

A New York office was recently 

opened to provide greater contact 
with Eastern ad agencies and to get 

business for their commercials fa- 

cility in California. WVI believes 

that because of its mobile equipment 
and the excellent locations around 
the city more agencies will be willing 

to produce there. 

GOLDENEYE TO BRANDYWINE 

Goldeneye, Inc., New York film 

production house, has chosen Brandy- 
wine Artists Corp. to represent them. 

Heading up Brandywine is Charles 
Adams, formerly vice president of 

sales at VPI and erstwhile general 
sales manager of Videotape Center; 

When it conies to: print and tape procurement, 

distribution, importation, exportation, revisions, 

adaptations and editing ... 

We make life a little easier. 

Offices in: New 1'u,1,.630 Ninth Avenue, N.Y. 10036/Chicago, '18 fast Elie St., Illinois 

6061 I/I os Angeles, 6041 Hollywood BIvd., Calif. 91)028 
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and Randy Place, formerly account 
executive for NBC and one in net- 
work sales for Wolper Productions. 

OMNI-THINK 

Dennis N. Aliar and Robert J. 
Griesbaum have formed Omni - 
Think. The Barrington, Ill., company 
will provide a variety of creative 
problem solving services to business 
and industry. They will initially be 
involved in the creation and produc- 
tion of radio and tv comet rcials. 
Aliar will supervise copy while Gries- 
baum will direct art and design 
services. Altar was formerly at N.W. 
Ayer while Griesbaum comes from 
Foote, Cone & Belding. 

GIRL TALK IN PRINT 

ABC Films weekly daytime strip, 
Girl Talk, will move, in a manner of 
speaking, info print in October in a 
monthly woman's magazine to be 
published by Donovan Communica- 
tions. 

ABC Films, which owns the rights 
to the show, has licensed the title to 
the publisher, who, in turn, has given 
ABC equity in the magazine. 

The magazine, which will he (lis - 

4 

RALPH KESSLER 
NEIL KO.BIN 

RALPH KESSLER PROD. 
19 EAST 53RD STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 
PLAZA 3-8313 

tributed free to '00,000 beauty salons 
in "A" and "B" market areas, will 
probably not be plugged on the air 
because the magazine has a controlled 
circulation and increased awareness 
won't necessarily generate the right 
audience. 

U.S. FIRMS TOPS AT CANNES 

U.S. companies picked up most of 
the tv honors at the Cannes film 
festival, although they only accounted 
for 18 per cent of the total entries. 

The Grand Prize at the festival was 
won by United Cerebral Palsy Fund's 
"Have a Cigar." Doyle Dane Bern- 
hach was the agency and David 
Quaid Productions shot it. 

The second highest award, the 
Palme D'Or went to lllustra Films 
Ltd. of London. Highest ranked of 
the U.S. companies in this category 
was TeleVideo Productions. Others 
were James Garrett & Partners, DVI 
Films, VPI and Libra. 

Twelve of the 24 Gold Lions 
awarded went to American . com- 
panies. Winners included: 

"Perky People Couple," Ogilvy & 
Mather; VPI. 

"Train," DDB; Rose-Magwood 
Productions. 

"Restaurant," Grey Advertising; 
Stan Lang. 

"Tears," Y&R; The Haboush Co. 
"Housebreathing," Y&R; Cascade 

Pictures. 
"Locksmith," BBDO; Libra Pro- 

ductions. 
"Frizzy Hair," DDB; Motion As- 

sociates. 
"Mechanical Man," Y&R; Film - 

Fair. 
"Perfect Match," Cunningham & 

Walsh; TVA Group. 
"Pantomime," DDB; ECA. 
"Elated Passenger," Lampert 

Agency; TeleVideo Productions. 
"Blemish Silencer," SSC&B; To- 

tem Productions. 
Silver Lions were garnered by 24 

U.S. production companies. Winners 
included James Garrett & Partners, 
4; Murakami-Wolf, 2; EUE/Screen 
Gems, 2; MPO, 2; Horn Griner, 2. 
Also with one winner each were PGL, 
N. Lee Lacy, Libra, Kaleidescope, 
DVI, Howard Zeiff, Harold Becker, 
VPI, Audio Productions, FilmFair, 
Lux -Brill and John Urie. 

AD MAKERS 

STEPHEN LEFF has joined McCann- 
Erickson as senior television program 

executive. He had previously 1 .1 

network tv supervisor at MacMabi, 
John & Adams. Prior to that he l'e' 

research director at Screen Gemini 

GAIL RAPHAEL, a creative sir 
visor at Ted Bates has been appoil f, 

a vice president. 
He came to Bates in Novem'' 

1967, from Grumbinner North will, 

he held the post of copy chief. l 6{ 

WILLIAM MOSTAD and MARK' 
RICHARD, both creative superviip 
at Grey Advertising, have been I 
pointed vice presidents. 

Mostad came to Grey in 19./r7 

Prior to joining the agency he wyr', 

group head at Kenyon & Eckhar1,1+l1 

Richard started at the agencyEn 
1965. Before joining the agency 
was a tv group head at Bentorl9'i 
Bowles. 

Leo Burnett Co. has promoted fi 

men to positions as executive cry! 

tive directors. They are CARL HIXIi 

GENE KOLKEY, ROBERT NOEL ¿ 

RICHARD STANWOOD. 

Hixon joined the agency as a clyil 

supervisor in 1956. He was made - 

associate creative director in 194,1 

a vice president in 1963 and a mqk--t 

ber of the board of directors ear 
this year. 

Kolkey joined the agency in 11 
as an artist. Four years later he vei 

made an art supervisor. In 1959 p" 

became a vice president, an execut s 
art director in 1963, a creative dir j 
tor and a member of the creative h ' 

view committee in 1967. 

Noel came to Burnett in 1956 ay' 

copy supervisor, was appointed a vl. 
president and tv copy director u 

1959, became a creative director 1 

1964 and was elected to the board 
directors in 1967. 

Stanwood joined the agency 
1 

1963 as an associate creative dire' 
tor, and was made a vice presid bi, 

and creative director in 1965. 

KENNETH E. TEASON, a creative s} 

pervisor, has been named a vice pr¿.( 

ident of Warwick & Legler. He join Er' 

the agency in 1967 as a senior 
ter from Post -Keyes -Gardner in C 

cago. He was named a copy gro 
head in 1968. 

LIBBY DANIEL, formerly with Vogl( 
and Glamour magazines and Smitlii 
Greenland has joined Warren, Mil'' 
ler, Dolobowsky as a copywriter. 

MARTHA POWERS has joined tll 

New York office of Bozell & Jacob_ 
as vice president creative directo t: 

Before joining the agency she was a 
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Willing to spend a little less to se 
a better looking commercial? 

Here are three Kodak improve- 
ments in color -film technology to 
save a little time, a little money, and 
add a lot of quality to your color -film 
commercials. 

In the camera you've got new 
EASTMAN Color Negative Film 5254. 
One stop faster than 5251, but it 
hangs in there with all the quality 
You've.cóunted on for years. Result? 

A chance to do creative things in 
color that you could onlydo in black - 
and -white before. . 

Then, in the lab you've got new 

EASTMAN Color Reversal Intermedi=' 
ate Film 5249. Cuts out a master posi- 
tive generation when 16mm release . . 

prints are made for.spot distribution.' 
Result? Color release prints with 
better video quality.. 

Also in the lab you've got a new 
machine called the EASTMAN 1635 

Video Color Analyzer. This. com- 
pact, solid-state, sock -it -to -any -wall - 

socket package shows a positive 
video color image directly from nega- 

;,< 
g 

tive or positive film frames. Result?. 
This image lets the -operator deter- 
mine color priptilig data that makes 
thé first release print commercially - 

acceptable every time. How does 
that grab your tight deadlines? 

That's what 'Kodak's doné for you 
lately to keep yóur spots ón top. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
Atlanta:,404/351-6510 Chicago: 312/654.0200 
Dallas: 214/FL 1-3221 Hollywood: 213/464.6131 .: 
isiw York: 212/MU 7-7080 
San Francisco: 415/776-6055 



NEW, REVISED 

The 

Technique 

Of the MOTION 

PICTURE CAMERA 

by 
H. Mario Raimondo Souto 

Mr. Souto, one of the world's 
foremost authorities on the motion 
picture camera, has put together the 
perfect textbook for both the pro- 
fessional and amateur cameraman. 

This book is the most comprehensive 
study of the modern him camera 
in all its forms, from 70mm giants 
to the new Super 8s. Comparative 
material is included on virtually all 
film cameras available from the 
U.S.A., Britain, France, Russia, Ja- 
pan and other countries. 

Techniques of filming, from hand 
held cameras to cameras mounted 
in airplanes and helicopters are 
thoroughly covered. 

Profusely illustrated with easy -to- 
read line drawings. 

Hard covered, 322 pages with index 
and glossary as well as comparative 
charts 

$16.00 each 

1 ELEVISION AGE BOOKS 
1270 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
Gentlemen: 

Enclosed find $ for copies of "The 
Technique of the Motion Picture Camera." 
Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Add 50C per copy for postage and handling. 

tape production facilities. 
sociate copy director at Reach, Mc- 

MJ-EASTERN UNITE 

MJ Enterprises, 1Vliami-based pro- 
duction company, and Eastern Video 
Productions have announced an as- 
sociation. MJ will become the pro- 
duction arm for Eastern Video a sub- 
sidiary of Transcommunications. 
Eastern is a supplier of mobile and 
tape production facilities. 

ZOOMING IN ON PEOPLE 

JACK E. RHODES has resigned as 
vice president and general manager 
of Group W program sales to join 
Spangler Television. 

Rhodes joined Group W in Sep- 
tember 1965 as general manager and 
was elected vice president six months 
later. Before joining the company he 
was central division sales manager 
for Warner Bros. Pictures tv division. 

At Group W he was involved in 
the syndication of all product in- 
cluding 50 specials last year and 
other programs produced for eventual 
syndication. 

PHILIP MAYER will join Paramount 
Television later this month as direc- 
tor of special programming which 
will include daytime shows, specials 
and syndicated programs. 

e' 
MAYER 

The appointment. marks Para - 
mount's entry into the field of day- 
time and first -run programming for 
syndication and specials. 

Mayer is currently the vice presi- 
dent of program services, ABC Tele- 
vision Stations in New York. He will 
be based in Hollywood in his new 
position. 

Except for two years of Army 
services, he was with WGN-TV Chi- 
cago for nine years before moving to 
ABC -owned WBKB-TV in the same 
city as program director. He was 

transferred to New York in 196 js 
director of program services 'or 
ABC -owned tv stations and ,as 
named to his present post in 11j 

Reeves Production Services rat' 

named CHARLES H. POWER vice psi - 
dent, engineering. In his new posion 
he will have engineering respons.il 
ity for the sound, laboratory nd 

video services. He was previousl;Ii- 
rector of engineering for the y o 

division and prior to that chief n. 
gineer of the division. 

JAMES SCHOONOVER has been p 
pointed Eastern sales manager, o - 
gram sales, of Western Video no 
dustries. He was formerly Easrn 
sales division manager of Trans Iv 
Television; an executive with H,t 
west Productions, and in radio a!, 

lion management at WGR Buffa. i 

TOTEM MOVES TEPEE 

Totem Productions, New Y(k 

based film production company, s' 
moved to the west side of town, ..t, 
ting up quarters in a production r4 

cility at 727 Eleventh Ave. 
The 100 -by -100 foot studio cl iM1 

plex contains a 50 -by -70 foot st e 

with a 40 -by -40-b' -16 foot permaniqu 
cyclorama. It has street -level drivtit 
access. There is also a separate see' 
(lock and carpentry shop. 

CINEFFECTS EXPANSION 

Cineffects will undergo an expo 

sion this month to add an additioib 
4,500 square feet of space to thr 
existing facility in New York. le 
film processing and optical house$ 
a subsidiary of National Showm.rr, 

ship Services. 

WESTERN EXCHANGE 

Fifty-two half-hours of De,1 

Valley Days, (now re -titled Call I 

the West) are available on a trar- 
out deal through Peter M. Roebee 
& Co., New York. 

Already 31 stations have sign' 
to carry the program under an 
rangement which offers the progra 
free in return for commercial tirl 
for U. S. Borax. 

However, U.S. Borax does not to 

time in its own show but looks f. - 

deals involving pre-emptible rat( 

NEW N.C. FACILITY 

Walter Klein Co. will break grour 
shortly to begin construction of 

new production ' facility south 
Charlotte, N.C. 
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The film producer will erect a 

complex on a four -acre lot in the 

country club area of the city. It 

'will contain an "equipment room on 

'wheels" that becomes a mobile unit. 

COMMERCIALS MAKERS 

Jerry Ansel has added two people 

to his staff. ARIE POSNER has been 

named studio manager and first as- 

sistant. Posner has formerly served 

as studio head for Harry Hamberg, 

II Howard Zeíff, Lilian Bassman and 

Wick Richards. WILLIAM STEVENS has 

i4 been named as Posner's assistant. 
1r GENE ROY ER has been named vice 

[ president and director of corporate 
facilities of Western Video Indus- 

' - tries. In his new capacity, Royer " 

E' will be in charge of corporate plan- 
ning and expansion, leasing of facil- 

ities, maintenance and security for 
1 i the company's Hollywood Video Cen- 

11 Id ter. 

if AL CAIRO has joined Fred A. Niles 
1 Communication Centers as an ac- 

count executive. He was formerly 
with Stewart Warner Electronics. 

t1 
r, 

1 

SHAME OF WELFARE 

d& A 90 -minute color documentary, 
:k` The Shame of Welfare has been ac- 

quired by the Metromedia and Reeves 
Stations. The program was produced 
by the Group W urban America 

ts! unit, a part of Westinghouse Broad- 
yri casting. 

a 
Welfare explores the bureaucratic 

o mazes and hardships of the welfare 
:11 system in large American cities. 
n [ The program will he aired on Me- 

tromedia stations WNEW-TV New 
York, KTTV Los Angeles, WTTG 

Washington, KMBC Kansas City and 
on Reeves stations WHTN-TV Hunt - 

lí1 
J 

ington, wusc Charleston and WBLG-TV 
f 

Lexington. 

ON THE DOTTED LINE 

Warner Bros. -Seven Arts' televis- 
0.' ion feature films have racked up 22 

,' news sales with Starlite 1, 2, Volumes 
ít TA and 2A. 

Stations acquiring Starlite 1 are 
ill WTIC-TV Hartford, KATV Little Rock 
1( and WWBT Richmond. 
iy '. Starlite 2 went to KATV Little Rock 

,and. WTIC-TV Hartford. 
Deals for Volume lA were closed 

with WWNY-TV Watertown, WTIC-TV 
1''l Hartford, WKPT-TV Kingsport, WPSD- 

TVI Paducah, WOKR Rochester and 
01 WKTV Utica. 

Advertising Directory of 

SELLING COMMERCIALS 

AT&T "Impulse" N. W. Ayer 

e 
. .. r 

Di 

ti. 

KIM & GIFFORD PRODUCTIONS, INC., N.Y. 

ii11 

Down The Drain Doyle Dane Bernbach 

town 
one drain 

SOL GOODNOFF PRODUCTIONS, INC., N.Y. 

Benson & Hedges Cigarettes W, R, G Ford "Economyland" J.W.T. 

THE HABOUSH COMPANY, Hollywood 

rt 

Continental Airlines NH&S 

.CONTINENTAjj 
AIRLINES_ 

,",._t, 
o 

652 
-,' ett - 

GERALD SCHNITZER PRODS., Hollywood 

John Hancock Life Inc. McC-E 

PELICAN PRODUCTIONS INC., New York 

Creative Corner E. A. Korchnoy 

F---.. - `. 

c 

Gulf Young & Rubicam 

:0411Fal 

. 

... , °_., 
WGN CONTINENTAL PRODUCTIONS, Chicago TELETRONICS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
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GOLD PLAQUE WINNER: 
Mr. James A. Landon 
Director of Research 
Cox Broadcasting Co. 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Entry: 
Development and 
application of special 
computer analyses for 
station and market sales 
support. 

SILVER PLAQUE WINNER: 
Mr. Bob Hosfeldt 
General Manager 
Station KNTV 
San Jose, California 

Entry: 
Relating audience 
strength to a specific 
area to show how 
San Jose supplements 
buys in San Francisco 
with unduplicated 
audience. 

BRONZE PLAQUE WINNER: 
Mr. Harold Baker 
Vice President for News 
Station WFGA-TV 
Jacksonville, Florida 

Entry: 
Development of an 
organized and prestige 
program of public 
sentiment sampling to 
gain community 
involvement and public 
interest 

The Innovators 
The American Research Bureau extends 
congratulations to the top three winners 
in the 1969 ARB Innovator Awards Pro- 

gram - an honor program designed to recognize 
outstanding uses of audience research by tele- 
vision stations - and to the following individuals 
whose material was selected by our panel of 
judges for special recognition: Reese Barkley, 
WNAC, Boston; A. James Ebel, KOLN/KGIN, 
Lincoln; Ron Gleason, KABC, Los Angeles; Bob 
Hosfeldt, KNTV, San Jose; Ben Hovel, WKOW, 
Madison; Michael T. Malone, KTTV, Los Angeles; 
Stan Rudick, WTTG, Washington; and Reg Stag- 
máier, WRCB, Chattanooga. 

II 

And, our special thanks to the many other irc 

fessionals in the industry who submitted enie 
for the 1969 awards. 

To further stimulate the creative uses of audi(e 
and market research data, ARB will soon puls 
a collection of this year's entries. Reserve 
copy by writing to: Chairman, ARB Innovto 
Awards Program, 4320 Ammendale Road, B1t 

ville, Maryland 20705: 

AMERICAN RESEARCH BU 
_1 

A C -E -I -R SUBSIDIARY OF CONTROL DATA CORF01114 

WASHINGTON NEW YORK CHICAGO AN 
1 

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO BALI 
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TELEVISION AGE 

major addition to A. C. Niel- 
sen's computerized timebuying 

stem, now renamed "Telavail," il- 

I'ustrátes the abilities of EDP to re- 
¶teve buyers of the more routine as- 
pects of their job. 

The Nielsen system, which origin - 
Illy had been called "Teleprocessing 
in Iiimebuying" (TNT), differs from 

dhe competitive offering of the Amer- 
Man Research Bureau-"Television 
Spot Exchange" (TVX)-in its ef- 

o JI(forts to retain traditional rep -buyer 
ri. relationships and to concentrate on 

tsimplifying and speeding up the 
f paperwork and routine communica- 

tion aspects. (See Computerized 
tianebuying -- snare for sellers? 

I TELEVISION AGE, January 27, 1969.) 
1 This philosophy is adhered to in 

Nielsen's addition to the Telavail 
system. When the system was or- 
iginally described, it provided for 
buyers to phone the reps for avails 
in the usual manner. But after talking 
to about 50 agencies and advertisers 
and some 20 reps, the Nielsen people 
found that one of the major develop- 
ments in the rep field presented 
problems that might be eased by 
Ely, 

This development is the prolifera - 
01 lion of rep salesmen and it came 

about for two reasons: (1) the break- 
ing up of rep sales forces into smaller 
regional or functional groups and 
(2) the increasing number of group 

,Television Age, July 14, 1969 
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a review of 
current activity 
in national 
spot tv 

reps. In the past, when a buyer called 
a rep firm to ask for avails, he would 

almost invariably call one man. Now- 

adays he may call as many as four. 
Hence, just calling reps for avails 

has turned into a time-consuming pro- 

cess. 
In answer to this, Nielsen has come 

up with what it calls "Avail Request 
Central," which would automate the 

process of calling reps. 
ARC would work through a com- 

puter data bank in Nielsen's Chicago 

headquarters. This would contain a 

file of all stations and their reps and 

would he tied into reps offices via 

teletype. 
Nielsen has not settled on the best 

method for the agency to contact the 

Bert Good.stadt buys on the Borden. 

Foods account at Ross Roy, New 

York. 

REPORT 

computer. NSI product manager 
George Blechta says that a number of 

devices could be used, including a 

cathode ray tube (crt) or an IBM 

typewriter terminal. Since the large 
agencies are constantly contacting 
reps, it's felt that they would end up 

assigning one person to handle all the 

outgoing contacts. The system would 

still permit the buyer to inform the 
rep about wanted avails at staggered 
times. 

Blechta thinks a crt device is prob- 
ably the best method and predicts 
that eventually a standard type of. 

terminal would have to be used by áll 

agencies. 
ARC is part of Stage 1 of the 

Telavail system. Also part of Stage 

1, now being programmed, is the pre - 

(Continued on page 46) 

Among current and upcoming spot 

campaigns from advertisers and 

agencies across t,Ic country are the 

following: 

American Home Products 
(Clyne Klaxon, New York) 
Six markets are being tested for a 

new product, ARTHRITIS PAIN 
FORMULA, with a buy that broke just 
before issue date. Running in day, 
early and late fringes for six weeks, 
the 30s are aimed at adults over 50. Milt 
Zeisler engineered the buy. 
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Armstrong .Rubber Co. 
(Pritchard -Wood, New York) 
A buy is in progress for ARMSTRONG 
TIRES, breaking at various times and 
running through July and August in 
some 80 markets for about six 
weeks each. Spotted into early and late 
fringes and primetime, the 60s are 
male oriented. Diana Bird placed the buy. 

BP Oil 
(Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, New 

York) 
A major campaign is underway promoting 
the BARGAIN BUCKS offer of the 
Sinclair service station chain, recently 
acquired by BP Oil. Spots of 30- and 
20 -second lengths are running in 45 mar- 
kets until July 20. Bill Rowe is one 
of the buyers on the account. 

Carter Wallace 
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, 

New York) 
A 10 -week buy for NAIR started just 
before issue date in some 21 markets. 
Comprised of 60s and 30s, the ads will 
run in early, and late fringes and 
primetime, intended for women 12-34. 
Jay Duryea worked on the buy. 

Carter Wallace 
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, 

New York) 
Breaking just before issue date was 
a 13 -week campaign for CARTER'S 
LITTLE PILLS. 'Beamed into some 50 

metro., . a. 
- 

has over 

million people 

,,.they watch 

on . 

WEE -TV -s 

23 e WCEE-TV 

A CBS Affiliate 

The "Big CEE" o 

RockforOreeport, Illinois 
Represented by The Meeker Company 

markets are 60s and 30s, intended 
primarily for women over 35. Early 
and late fringes are being used. Sam 
Michaelson placed the .buy. 

Carter Wallace 
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, 

New York) 
A 13 -week buy for ARRID EXTRA DRY 
started shortly before issue date 
in some 140 markets. Using 30s in 
early fringe, the ads are aimed at 
women, 18-49. Andy Subbiondo made 
the buy. 

Colonial Provisions 
(Warren, Muller, Dolobowsky, New 

York) 
Breaking on issue date is a buy for 
various COLONIAL PROVISIONS in five 
markets. The commercials, all 30s, 
are slotted 40 per cent into day 
spots, 60 per cent into early and 
late fringes. Aimed primarily at women, 
18-34, the ads will run until September 
7. Hal Frank is the buyer on the account. 

General Foods 
(McCann-Erickson, New York) 
Piggybacks for BURGER CHEF and 
COOL WHIP are being beamed into 14 
markets until August 10, using early 
fringe, primetime and late fringe to 
appeal to women, 18-34 and teens. 
Linda Barkan is responsible for the buy. 

Gillette 
(Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, 

New York) 
Gillette's TECHMATIC razor is being 
promoted in a campaign breaking on 
issue date and running through 
August 3 in 24 markets. The 30s, 
appearing mostly in late fringe, are 
directed at men 18-49 on weekend sports 
shows. Bill Frank is the buyer. 

Glenbrook Labs 
(Cunningham & Walsh, New York) 
Breaking just before the issue date was 
a nine -week buy for a new product, 
Glenbrook's BABY POWDER. The 60s 
are being shown in fewer than 25 markets, 
using day spots to appeal to women, 
18-34. Boris Mundt is the buyer on 
the account. 

Hartford Insurance Co. 
(LaRoche, McCaffrey & McCall, New 

York) 
A seven -week buy begins on issue date 

(Continued on page 50) 

Buyer's Checklist 
Call Letter Changes 

KCRL Reno becomes KCRL-TV, 

effective immediately. 

Rate,Increases 
WLBT Jackson, Miss., from $750 

to $800, effective January 1, 1970. 

KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa, from 
$525 to $625, effective January 1, 
1970. 

Media Personals I,. 

DAVID PLATT has been nani 
director of media at the 51 

Francisco office of Batten, Bart 
I Durstine & Osborn. He moves o'f 

PLATT 

from the Los Angeles office of Gre 
where he was director of medi 

Previously, he was media direct' 
at Faust/Day, Los Angeles, and 
the Kuder Agency, New York. : I 

his new job, Platt succee. 
CHARLES RUSSELL., who has ben i 

appointed special assistant to tl, 

regional manager on new businet 
Russell, a vice president of BBDI 

continues as program director f( 

the San Francisco office. 

ROBERT J. KRISO has been a;, 

pointed a vice president in tl 
media department of William Est 
New York. He joined Esty 5 

years ago as a trainee and has bee. 

with the agency all his busine:. 
life. 

HERBERT S. SMITH has joine 
Bofinger-Kaplan, Glenside, Pent 
sylvania, as director of media an 

marketing services. He was pr( 

viously in the media research an 

planning division of Aitkin-Kynet 
Philadelphia. 

ARTHUR S. MATISOFF has been apl 

pointed assistant media director o 

Needham, Harper & Steers, Ne% 

York. He joined the agency it 

1966 as senior media researcl 
analyst, after working for Gre: 

and A. C. Nielsen. 

ROBERT SNYDER has joined thi 

media staff of Tucker Wayne 
Atlanta as a planner. For the pas , 

15 years he has been with thI 
11 

Brady Co., Milwaukee, where he 

was vice president and medic 
director. 

ED LIST has been promoted to' I 

assistant media buyer at Clinton 
E. Frank, Chicago. He joined the! 

agency earlier this year as a media, 
assistant. 

rI 
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enough lengthy detail to bore the viewer-it's a few pertinent facts and 

into the next story. Any viewer not interested in a special news item will 

probably be hooked on the one coming up thirty seconds later. This quick 

turnover encourages constant viewer interest, as has been proven since 

Ed Sullivan's first show over 20 years ago. (Laugh -In has merely proved 

that we move a little faster today.) 

Also, since the news format provides a number of natural stops con- 

ducive to commercialization, there is less chance of viewer annoyance. As 

a matter of fact, after a few depressing reports on crime, war and infla- 

tion, many a viewer welcomes 60 seconds of "Smiling faces going places." 

Lne Buyer's Opinion .. . 

WHAT PRICE GLORY? 

Historically, the daily television news programs in early and late fringe 

times have been relatively expensive spot carriers. The comparatively 

high costs and resultant poor efficiencies are attributed to a number of 

variables, and many buyers wonder why. It's because audiences, espe- 

cially in late fringe, contain an attractive percentage of adult males and 

this group is not the easiest to reach via television. Then, news is basi- 

cally an adult vehicle, and it appeals to a wide selection of advertisers. 

Almost any brand can he comfortably accommodated in a television news 

program. 

Still, the biggest single reason for news' high price tag is probably be- 

cause it is generally believed that viewers pay closer attention to the 

news than they do to other programming. This means the viewer is more 

apt to see and remember a commercial. 

iÍ Why are people so attentive? They tune in the news because they want 

to see and hear a particular story or because they are genuinely anxious 

to see what happened in the world while they were out earning a living. 

It Therefore, news items are devoured as fast as they are delivered. 

The format of news programs is set up so items rarely are covered in 
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As to viewer attention, it's impossible to say whether or not your 
mLa breadwinner is glued to the set. It's reasonable to assume, however, that 

because he has the tube on at this hour, he's got a good reason for watch- 
lb I. 

1 ing (or just listening) to it. Keep in mind that people often occupy them- 

selves with other chores immediately upon coming home from work, and 

though the set may be on, there's no guarantee that anyone is watching. 

i'' II Actually, there is less demand in news for the audience's eyes than 

there is in general programming. Except for on -the -scene film reportsiof 
fast -breaking events, a complete newscast can be assimilated without once 

c6.,, , 
watching the screen. (The same can't be said for a Raquel Welch spe- 

of: cial. ) 

' There are countless reasons why a viewer may he interrupted while 

watching a program. It could be because of interference from another 

person, or inattention by the viewer himself. Still, it is difficult to say if 

interruptions happen more or less frequently during the news than at 

other times. 
You may, of course, be lucky. You may buy a spot in a newscast on a 

day in which a major story breaks and viewing is high. More important, 
attention may be more acute. On the other hand, there are days when 
tv news editors :ear their hair to find worthy items to fill 30 minutes. On 

those occasions, you can almost hear the sets click off one by one as he 

minutes drag on. Fixing the positions of sports and weather well into the 

newscast is only one way to keep viewers awake on those days. 

Of course, this commentary isn't an attempt to devaluate the useful- 

ness of news programs. It's merely an attempt to explain their high cost. 

When the time comes to match news programs against movies, dramas 
and the like, the buyer has to bear in mind the price he's paying is the 

tab for being associated with a more sophisticated vehicle. At some point, 
perhaps that price comes too high. 

the call 
letters of 
public service 
since 1925 

Maurice 
Corken, vice pres. & gen. manager 

"Serve is the key word in our motto. 
It challenges us to provide the best 
in entertainment, news and public 
service that our many years experi- 
ence can provide." 

Bob 
Sinnett, vice president, engineering 

"Superior service demands supe- 
rior equipment like our radar 
weather system, full color studio 
and control rooms, film labs and 
complete backup equipment." 

Bud 
Nelsen, national sales manager 

"Our philosophy of advertising in- 

vestment, as opposed to just time 
sales, makes staff involvement in 

community affairs the keystone to. 

media service." 

WHBF 
CBS for the No. 2 market in 
Illinois -Iowa (Rock Island, 
Davenport, Bettendorf, Moline) 

11 . 
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Computer (From page 43) 

viously-announced step of the 
agency loading the computer with 
specs for a proposed buy. These 
specs could include gross rating 
points, budget per market, demo- 
graphics cost -per -1,000 ceilings, pro- 
gram constraints, etc. With this in- 
formation, the rep, when contacted 
via ARC, would know what the buyer 
wants. This can, of course, be supple- 
mented by a personal call. 

The next step in the system is for 

the rep to present avails to the buyer. 
This would be done conventionally, 
with one exception. The Nielsen sys- 
tem ]wovides for a punched paper 
tape of avails to be generated by the 
rep as the avails are typed on a "hard 
copy." 

The rep could shoot the tape right 
into the computer, from which the 
buyer could extract it. But it's con- 
sidered more likely that the rep will 
send the tape to the buyer along with 
the avail sheet or else bring the tape 
and avail sheet over himself in the 

a'- 

r 

THE COLORFUL QUADS 

The Quád Cities ár.' : 
our babies at.WOC-TV_:' 

";WE DELIVÉR THEM!°; 

The QUAD -CITIES market ranks 26th in percent of color sets in the 
nation, according to ARB's report on 210 ADI markets as of February/ 
March, 1969. Take a look: 

ADI Markets % of color sets 
QUAD -CITIES 40 
Cedar Rapids 36 
Des Moines 35 
Omaha 29 

In ADI markets of comparable size, the QUAD -CITIES rank No. 1. This 
high percentage of color penetration gives your color commercials more 
advertising impact and increased sales results. 

WOC-TV continues to maintain its top standing in the important QUAD - 
CITY MARKET..WOC-TV . . . the senior station . the station that 
delivers the colorful QUADS. 

WOC-TV ... where the NEWS is 
WOC-TV ... where the COLOR is 
WOC-TV ..-. where the PERSONALITIES are 

Dar1t1D11,' JOCK 4ÚyD'.. 'uDUyi/1 YDUMI .It000011. 

W«, í:a,tv, tit«. Quctáe 
Exclusive National Representative - Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. 

SERVING 

QUAD-CITIES*U.S.A. 
FROM DAVENPORT. IOWA 

event there's enough time or aalb, 
pitch is indicated. However, ii nav 
turn out that if the reps don't 
themselves with the hardwarr, ftm 

paper tape, the agency will geirrite 
the tape. 

While this is going on, a prqam 
permits the buyer to check the tin 
puter to see the status of availtub 
missions; such as how many eps 
have submitted avails and fin 
markets were included. 

Stage 2 in the Telavails syster,f i. 
volves an edit program, rank /jl; 
analysis and schedule analysis.fli 
edit program permits the agent_ 
make changes. For example, thlmp 
may make an estimate for a ring 
that the agency considers too h. 
There will also be negotiations vial 
would affect costs, cost -per -1,0C .Or 
a change in the spots which are filth, 
bought. 

Nielsen people say that Telavaii;ll 
not prevent the agency buyer brn 
doing the kind of negotiation doi:by 
timebuying services. If negotiants 
involve the station directly (the tul 
tion would not be tied into the itiLl 
stages of Telavail), then the sy n 
would be circumvented in that r- 
ticular instance. But the final uy 
would be recorded and entered ito 
the system. 

Ranks Avails 

The rank avail analysis is on,of 
the most important parts of Telail'. 
It refers to ranking of avails accd- 
ing to such criteria as audience ste, 

demographics or cost -per -1,000.A 
minor change now permits three '{- 

ferent rankings to be ordered in ib 
request. It should be noted that ie 
ranking must be confined to ay s 
submitted. Telavail does not inv;te 
the storing of station inventory. ' e 

rep, of course, could provide a m e 

complete set of as ails to the ager r 

if requested. 
The schedule analysis is a prognr 

permitting the buyer to see how et 

schedule looks overall-its gross ,I= 

ing points, its reach and frequen11 
etc. 

The Nielsen people are. quite cE- 

scious of the problems involved h 

getting the agencies-for whom let 

initial stages of Telavail are design. 
-to adopt a complex, industry -we 
system. It is, therefore, viewing 1e 

system as a series of building blo 
which can be put together, piece 

(Continued on page 41 
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'Grey, New York, has realigned 

its top management team. Effective 

January 1, 1970, HERBERT D. 

STRAUSS, chief executive officer and 

chairman of the management com- 

mittee, will become senior execu- 

tive officer, and EDWARD H. MEYER, 

now president, will become chief 

executive officer. At that time also, 

MEYER 

RICHARD S. LESSLER, now chairman 
of the board, will assume chairman- 
ship of the management committee, 
and ARTHUR C. FATT, formerly chair - 
chairman of the executive com- 
mittee, will become a founder chair- 
man, along with LAWRENCE VALEN - 

STEIN, and continue as a director 
of the agency. 

Other recent changes at Grey, 
effective immediately, include eleva- 
tion to executive vice president of 
six vice presidents: ALVIN A. ACHEN- 

BAUM, THOMAS G. ARMSTRONG, KEITH 

P. FISCHER, RICHARD E. WOLFE, 
HUNTER YACER and ROBERT S. ZIM- 
MER N. 

Also, a group of senior vice presi- 
dents (a new title at Grey) was 
announced: SAMUEL ABELOW, E. 

MANNING RUBIN, ALVIN N. SARA- 
SOHN, JOEL R. WAYNE, MICHAEL G. 

AGATE, .I.EROY B. BLOCK, WILLIAM E. 
BRENNAN EDWIN H. HOLZER, HERBERT 
LIEBERMAN, JOHN G. MARDER, HAR- 
OLD MILLER, WILLIAM C. OVEREND, 
JOHN M. YOUNG and STEPHEN K. 
ZIMMERMAN. 

B. DAVID KAPLAN, one of the 
founders of Norman, Craig & Kum- 
mel, New York, has been elected 
president of the agency, following 
the resignation of William E. 
Chambers, Jr., as president and 
George Milliken as executive vice 
president. Both joined NC&K last 
year from Foote, Cone & Belding, 
New York. JOHN B. BERESFORD, 
president of The Data Base Corp. 
was elected to the agency's board 
of directors. 

THOMAS F. COONEY, PHILIP M. 
TOCANTINS, and M. LAWRENCE LIGHT 

have been named vice presidents 
at Batten, Barton, Durstine & Os- 

born, New York. Cooney is a group 
head, Tocantins is an account su- 

pervisor and Light a senior research 
director. 

THORNTON C. LOCKWOOD, assocI- 

ate research director at Benton & 

Bowles, New York, has been named 
a vice president. He joined B&B 

in 1962. 

ROBERT L. ORNSTEIN has joined 
Dodge & Delano, New York, as as- 

sociate research director. He was 

previously with Benton & Bowles 
in a similar capacity. SETH DAVID 

and THOMAS PRITCHARD have joined 
the agency as account executives. 
David comes from BBD&O, Pritch- 
ard from Benton & Bowles. 

THOMAS R. BOYD, a veteran of 18 

years in automotive advertising, 
has joined McCann-Erickson's De- 

troit office as an account director. 
He had been wih D. P. Brother, 
Detroit. 

RALPH T. ALLISON has been named 
senior vice president and director 
of marketing research for Campbell - 
Ewald, Detroit. He had been with 
National Distillers Products, Need- 
ham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, and 
Gardner, St. Louis. 

Four new vice presidents have 
been appointed by Carl Ally, New 
York. They are: PAT BEECE, JOHN 

CARPENDER, GEORGE DIPPY and WIL- 

LIAM SMITH, all account supervisors. 
MICHAEL QUINN has joined Ally as 

an account executive on the CBS 
account. MICHAEL P. ANASTAS has 

joined the agency as an account 
supervisor. Quinn comes from Ben- 
ton & Bowles, Anastas from Chas. 
Pfizer. 

S. M. ROBERTS and E. MANNY 

KLEIN have been named to the 
board of directors of W. B. Doner, 
Baltimore. Both are vice presidents 
of the agency, Roberts in the Det- 

roit office, Klein in Baltimore. Both 
have been vice presidents since 
1967. 

BIRoy A. VALIER has joined the 
staff of D'arcy, St. Louis. He was 
formerly vice president and account 
supervisor at Gardner, St. Louis. 

HARRY E. GAGEN has joined the 
account staff of Doyle Dane Bern- 

bach, Los Angeles. He had been an 

account supervisor for E. H. Weiss. 

RICHARD M. FIELDING, director of 

marketing for Bauer Tripp Hening 
& Bressler, New York has been 

made a vice president. He joined 
the agency in 1966. 

CHARLES M. WILDS and FREDERICK 

K. MC CLAFFERTY have been elected 
vice presidents at N. W. Ayer, New 

York. Wilds is a director of net- 

work participation buys and Mc- 

Clafferty is director of sports pro- 

gramming. 

DONALD KANTER, vice president 
and director of marketing research 
for Carson/Roberts, Los Angeles, 
has been named vice president and 
director of marketing services. 

ROBERT M. FELL has joined Clin- 
ton E. Frank, Chicago as an ac- 

count executive. He had been with 
I.eo Burnett. 

JAMES M. FEIGENBAUM has been 
appointed assistant account execu- 
tive in the food group at Lewis & 

Gilman, Philadelphia. 

International 
JOHN D. PARE has been named 

vice president and general manager 
of Young & Rubicam-Mexico. He 
has been with the agency since 
1960, serving in the Toronto, Mon- 
treal, London, Paris and Madrid 
offices. 

ROBERT K. SWANSON has been 
named joint managing director of 

S. H. Benson Ltd., international 
partner of Needham, Harper & 

Steers. He has been with with 
NH&S for seven years, most re- 
cently as senior vice president and 
deputy director of the Chicago di- 

vision. He will share the director- 
ship of Benson with MICHAEL D. 

CO NSTANTINIDI. 

MARIA ELOISA ALAVREZ DEL REAL 

and RAUL HORTA will head Benton 
& Bowles' new Mexican subsidiary, 
Horta-Alvarez del Real/Benton & 

Bowles. Miss del Real had been 
a vice president of the Noble 
Agency, Horta is chief executive 
officer of Central del Relaciones 
Publicas SA., the largest public re- 
lations organization in Mexico. 

MILDRED KAPILOW has been named 
director of the new international di- 
vision of Beaumont -Bennett, New 
York. 

BODO RIECER has been appointed 
managing director of the Frank- 
furt office of Batten, Barton, Dur- 
stine & Osborn. He had been a 

senior vice president with McCann- 
Erickson -Europe. 

HALF SCHALIN has been appointed 
managing director of AAA Bates 
Aktiebolag, member of the Bates 
International Europe group in 

Sweden. Schalin had been with 
Gillette Scandanavia. 

i' 
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Profile 

After twenty years of broadcast 
buying, Joan Rutman has more than 
a nodding acquaintance with the in- 
side mechanics of the business. 

have a thing about professional- 
ism," say s the outspoken media super- 
visor at Daniel & Charles, New York. 

"Too many agencies treat their 
media department as sort of a back 
door through which young people 
break into advertising and get ex- 
perience. But to me buying can be as 
creative and satisfying as any other 
part of the business. If more agencies 
felt that way, they wouldn't have the 
troubles in the media department 
they have now." 

As an example, Joan points to the 
competition that agencies are getting 
from the fast-growing, fast -talking 
timebuying 'services. "What makes the 
difference in the quality of their buy 
is the knowledge of the buyer. But 
this is available to any agency that 
wants to hire and pay professional 
people," she says. 

However, what happens in most 
agencies is that high priority is put 
on ad creativity and little on ad place - 

Put the 
middle 
of the 
mitten. 

BATTLE CREEK ANN ARBOR 

JACKSON 

in the palm of your hand 

WILX-TV 
1. More efficient distribution of circula- 

tion. 
2. Dominates southern half of circula- 

tion. (Lansing and south) 
3. Puts more advertising pressure where 

it's needed most. 
4. Gets you more complete coverage with 

less overlap. 

WILX-TV 
1048 Michigan National Tower 

Lansing, Michigan 48933 
..dtdeeo,eeemea by 

RADIO TELEV161ON SALES, INC. 

JOAN RUTMAN 

ment. "When an agency shells out 
$50,000 to hire a top copywriter or 
an art director, then turns their 
work over to a $7,000 -a -year buyer, 
something's got to be wrong," Joan 
argues. 

She thinks more women should be 
encouraged to enter, and stay in, 
media buying. Then they should be 
paid salaries commensurate with the 
importance of their jobs. "Women are 
better emotionally suited than men 
to the excessive details and paperwork 
of buying," says Joan, "and they get 
the personal satisfaction out of the 
work that most men don't get. The 
trouble is, agencies don't do much 
to encourage women to stay in buy- 
ing." 

Men, on the other hand, are given 
a quick taste of buying, then moved 
up quickly to other positions, like 
planning. She has nothing against 
this, except that it usually happens too 
fast. "A year isn't enough experience 
to qualify as a planner," Joan be- 
lieves. "I'd say a minimum of three 
years is more like it." 

Also, she thinks, there ought to be 
more discourse between planners and 
buyers. In her house, which has only 
five buyers, she does much of the 
planning, as well as the buying, on 
such accounts as GAF, Plumrose 
Ham, Block Drug, Scripto and 
Keyser -Roth in Canada. "In some 
large agencies, the buyer and planner 
never even see each other," Joan com- 
plains. 

From her two decades of experi- 
ence at agencies like Biow, N. W. 
Ayer, Grey, Wesley, and Doye Dane 
Bernbach, Joan Rutman has assim- 
ilated plenty of experience that she's 
more than willing to share with 
younger buyers. 

First, she advises, don't get too 
bogged down in rating books and 

statistics but learn to think for 'nit 
self. "Remember that ratings areust 
a reflection of an audience-nojing 
more than an estimate-they'resot, 
dated the day they come out anIth, 
margin of error is fantastic. Tm fo 
use some logic in purchasing: tithe; 
value of a program to the audi ,a 

which is going to use the pro et. 
Young buyers are told to get so r. nv 
gross rating points, but they forg tm 

judge the value of the program.I tJ 

rep walks in and tells me his statitis. 
starting a new show, I look overhe 
format and the personality. If ICe 
it I'll take a gamble." 

Joan also recommends that y,l¡g 
buyers pay attention to professioully 
especially to experienced 1)3. 

"Though some salesmen would 9ith 

the gold from their grandmotlrs'1 
teeth, they wouldn't lie to a yeng 
person seriously seeking knowler. 
Ask their opinions." 

Finally, Joan suggests, try to tnk 
of television as broadcasting, a 

mass medium, and don't be over lI 
on too many breakouts of finite co- 

ographics. "If your client is J ér 
total efficiency and y ou have to 5 - 

count for every dollar, maybe tv ;{ t 

the medium for him." 

"AFTER ATLANTA 
WTVM COLUMBUS 
IS A MUST... 4' 

IT DELIVERS MORE 
HOMES THAN ANY 

OTHER GEORGIA 

TELEVISION STATI01" 
(AitB MAR. 68 CIRCULATION DATA; 

NET WEEKLY 
CIRCULATION 

1. WSB-TV 671,300 I 

2. WAGA-TV 679,400 'JI 

3. WQXI-TV 595,300 r i 

4. WTVM CIRCULATION 

242,100 

BLAIR TELEVISION 
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om puter (From page 46) 

ece. In short, agencies can start 

king part of the system without hav- 

utg to adopt the entire setup. Most 

agencies already have computer- 

k:e ed media operations of some kind- 
Ither in-house or through a service 

iureau. In some cases, these pro- 

e. -pms might be tied into Telavail, 

r¡r 
iccording to Nielsen personnel famil- 

tr with these programs. 
zra 

Among the services envisaged in 

age 3, which has not been pro - 

rammed `Í yet, are (1) budget con - 

:01; (2) upgrading of spots, under 
hich the computer would point out 

úys not meeting the criteria set 

orth; (3) automatic post -buy anal - 
(4) estimating, (5) traffic con - 

rol; (6) billing by stations and (7) 
alent payments. 

el" 

4 

Nielsen has been doing post -buy 
1 nalysis for clients but, at present, 
11his involves the laborious job of 

19f . 

Pc 

lilisting the spots and having them en- 

tered on punched cards for input into 
'1 le computer. Under Telavail, this 
Il jwould be avoided, since the buys are 
' ijalread recorded in the computer 

ire U, ÍMemory banks. 
Stage 4 looks to a time when sta- 

hons and reps are tied into the Tel - 
avail system. At that point, spots 
,could be entered into the system and 
confirmed by the station. The rep 
!would then generate a computerized 

UJ 
confirmation, informing the agency 

I 

and station simultaneously. 

The millenium 

V1 In describing the system, a Niel- 
1 sen man remarked at one point: "The 

IIt 
millenium would be when the corn- 

IQt puter would print out at the end of 
501 'each month what was ordered and 
nor run ion each station. This would do 
ra 

I away with the problem of discrep- 
3/ ancies and, of course, stations would 
ill be paid sooner." 

Stage 5 is NieIsen's computerized 
,corporate pool system for piggyback 
coordination. Some of the big agen- 
cies and advertisers already have 
systems of this kind in operation, but 
there would be economies, of course, 
in having a system in which agencies 
could share the cost. The Nielsen peo- 
ple say there is no reason why they 
couldn't take over a system already 
in use. 

Be that as it may, there are plenty 
of other barriers to cross before 
Stage 5 is reached. 

Required Reading 
for everyone 
who makes his 

Published byHastings house 

living in the 
television industry. 
DOCUMENTARY IN AMERICAN 
TELEVISION 
by A. William Bluenr, Syracuse University 
"Easily the definitive book on the television 
documentary, this work's value will not be 
diminished by the passing years." Lawrence 
Laurent in The Washington Post. 
312 pages, 100 photos, notes, 3 appendices, 
bibliography, index. $8.95 

TELEVISION STATION MANAGEMENT 
The Business of Broadcasting 
edited by Yale Roe, ABC-TV Network 

Seventeen industry professionals examine the 
realities of operating a television station. All 
phases of operation are thoroughly treated- 
management, programming, news, advertising, 
promotion, traffic, technical services, etc. 

256 pages. 
Text Ed. (Paper) $195, Cloth $6.95 

WRITING FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO 

by Robert L. Hilliard, FCC 
A realistic, practical book on the craft of 

writing for television and radio. Contains 
ample, up-to-date illustrative material. 320 
pages, sample scripts, review questions, in- 

dexed. $6.95 

THE TELEVISION COPYWRITER 
How to Create Successful TV Commercials 

by Charles Anthony Wainwright, Vice 
President and Associate Creative Director, 
Tatham -Laird & Kudner, Inc., Chicago 

Written by a veteran television commercial - 

maker, this book is a thorough and practical 
examination of the creative process from 

idea to finished film. 320 pages with many 

storyboard illustrations, fully indexed. Cloth- 

bound. $8.95 

r -ORDER FORM 

Television 
Station 

management. 

-}he Tá 
tYAyTBB. . cb? 

BOOK DIVISION, TELEVISION AGE 

1270 Avenue of Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020 

Please send me the following books: 

THE TELEVISION COPYWRITER $8.95 

DOCUMENTARY IN AMERICAN TELEVISION $8.95 

TELEVISION STATION MANAGEMENT 

Paper $3.95 E Cloth $6.95 

WRITING FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO $6.95 

NAME ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

(Please add 50¢ per book for mailing and handling.) 

Check enclosed. 

Idl{ 
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Spot (Front page 44) 

for HARTFORD INSURANCE CO. in 
two markets. The 30s will run in prime - 
time, early and late fringes. 
Joan Barron worked on the buy. 

Humble Oil 
(McCann-Erickson, New York) 
About 40 markets have been selected for 
a promotion for Humble's GREAT 
MOMENTS game, which broke just 
before issue date and will run for from 
eight to 10 weeks in primetime and 
late fringe. Men, 18-34, are the targets 
of the 60s and 20s. Annette Menllola 

placed the buy for Humble.. 

Lehn & Fink 
(Sullivan -Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, 

New York) 
A buy is in progress for LYSOL 
DEODORIZING CLEANER, appearing in 
some 60 markets. Running in early and 
late fringes, the 30s are aimed pri- 
marily at women. Georgette Robinson 
is one of the buyers on the account. 

Liggett & Myers 
A buy for CHESTERFIELD is in progress, 
lasting until November 1. in 17 

T 

*$1,214,015,000 in Consumer Spendable 
Income in the 35 counties where 
WWTV/WWUP-TV is the dominant CBS 
station. Source: SRDS. 

Audience measurement data are estimates 
only, subject to defects and limitations of 
source material and methods. 

./ce Tie el Walimtn 
RADIO 
WILZO ZOOIBATTLE CREEK WWTV/WWÍIP-TV Will GRAND RAPIDS 

WI/M GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO 
WWAM/WWTV.PM CADILLAC 

TELEVISION 
MUD TV GRAND RAPIDS.KAIAMAI00 

.WWIV/ CADILLAC-TRAVCRSL CITY` 
WWUP-TV SAULT STC.'MARIE 

ROLA -TV! IIOLN- NEBRAS 
KEINCN-TV GRANO ISLKA AND, NEB. 

CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY f SAULT STE. MARIE 

Avery-Knodel, Inc Exclusive National Representatives 

Western markets. Attached mostly 
to sports shoes, the 60s and 30s 
aimed at men in early and late fringt 
Lillian Bullock engineered the bud 

Plumrose Hams 
(Daniel & Charles, New York, T 

Two flights of 30s are being used 
advertise PLUM ROSE HAMS. The rst, 
beamed into 19 markets, starts Judy i 

the second, directed at three market 
starts August 4. Both flights end amuse 
31. Early fringe, late fringe and prim 
time are being used to attract mosth 
women, 18-49. Joan Rutman placed 
the buy. 

Shulton 
(Compton, New York) 
A strong campaign for MANPOWEI 
DEODORANT broke just before issue tie 
and will run until October 5 in abc 
48 markets, with two two-week hiat s, 
July 28 to August 10, and Septemb 
1-14. Some sports specials will be 
run in a few markets during the 
hiatuses. At other times, 30s will he 
seen in early and late fringes and 
primetime, designed for men, 18-49. 
Bill Lewis placed the buy. 

Spring Mills 
(Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osbol- 

New York) 
A flight of 30s advertising Spring 11 

Mills' BED LINENS will break on 11, 

21 for two weeks in 30 markets. TI 
30s, running in day and late fringe, 
are aimed at housewives under 50. 
Steve White did the buying. 

United Fruit Co. 
(Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osbei; 

\'ew York) 
A flight of 30s for CH1QUIT u B:1NAIÁP 
broke just before issue date in 12 
markets, running for 12 weeks. Ear 
and late fringes are being used to 
influence women, 18-34. Mary Ellem 
Clark is the buyer. 

Rep Report 
TERRY MCDONNELL haS joiner 

Peters, Griffin, Woodward as e - 
account executive in the Los 

Angeles office. Ile succeeds Larry 
Baum who has resigned to enter 
his own business in Utah. Mc. 
Donnell previously worked as an 

account executive for Adam Young, 
and, before that, was with KNRC- 

TV Los Angeles. 

ROBERT MURPHY has been named 
to the newly -created position of 
research director for RK0 Tele- 
vision Representati.es' Chicago of- 

fice. Ile has been with Kenyon & 

Eckhardt ror six years, most re- 
cently as media research super- 
visor. 

JOHN SITLEII has joined Blair 
Television's Dallas sales office 
after three years as national sales, 
manager at KAUZ-TV Wichita Falls. t 
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Nail Street Report 

Ib 

pit 'pd production industries. One of 

pe most competitive of these indus- 
E1, -ies involves the production of tele- 

ision commercials and other films 

` r industry. The company that has 

arved for itself the leading role in 

us field is MPO Videotronics, a New 
11 

fork -based film producer listed on 

i.,. dle American Stock Exchange for 

Irl 

competitive industry. It is no sur - 

rise that the growth business of 

ommunications and entertainment 

hould generate a group of service 

',early 10 years. 
MPO is considered by Wall Street 

nalysts a stock that is clearly a spec- 

lation on potential growth. How- 
rver, as a speculative buy, it is re - 
larded as attractive. From a low of 

55.87 a share nine years ago, it has 
ollowed an erratic but basically ris- 
ng trend. Its high this year has been 
22.62. With most of the other stocks 

ji,' In the Amex, it has weakened a great 
d t iteal in the last couple of months, 
9i nd has been changing hands for 
`` ¡bout $11 a share lately. At this level, 

,t is selling for about 24.4 times the 
atest year's earnings. 

I1í1. 

plot out of line. Whether this is an 

Bh 

rttractive price -earnings ratio ís not . sy for analysts to decide, because 
,I 

there are few publicly held concerns 
Cdi 

`j 

t' -r 

!r'r 

Pt, 

Fir 
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commercials for the agencies, usually 
under contract. It also makes indus- 
trial films that corporations use to 
train everyone from mechanics to 

salesmen, and to promote good -will. 
However, MPO also sells an 8 mm 

sound projector-made for it exclu- 
sively by another concern-which is 

cartridge -loaded and which permits 
the same film to be shown over and 
over without being wound and 
threaded each time by the operator. 

Earnings erratic. The cyclical, un- 

predictable nature of most of MPO's 
business is illustrated by the fact that 
gross revenues in the 1960s have 
shown a fairly smooth upward curve, 
while earnings have jutted up and 
down erratically. Sales in 1960 were 

$7.87 million. In the fiscal year ended 
last Oct. 30, they had more than 

doubled to $16.52 million. However, 
MPO earned $350,00 in 1960, against 
only $230,000 in its latest year. 

The highest net income during the 

period was $480,000 in 1964, but the 

stock in that year never got as high 
as $12 a share. Yet in 1961, while 

MPO was in the process of earning 
only $210,000, the issue reached its 

high on the Amex of $23.37 a share. 
The last time MPO paid a cash 

divident was in April, 1964, but a 

Sales (millions) 
Net income (millions) 
Income per share* 
Dividends* 

Stock price range 

MPO VIDEOTRONICS 
Five-year income, dividend and price data 

1964 1965 1696 1967 1698 

$12,28 $14.64 $14.67 $15.28 $16.52 

0.48 0.16 0.24 038 0.23 

0.32 0.93 0.46 0.74 0.45 

0.18 .... 
11%-5% 165/8-6% 153/-4% 15%-5a/s 21-9Y8 

Sales, net income and income per share data are for years ended Oct. 31; divi- 

dends and stock price range are for calendar years. 'Earnings on combination of 

A and B shares; dividends and range on A shares before 1968. Data adjusted for 
10 per cent stock dividend April 12, 1968. 

ríf(, 
A 

In the group for comparison. How- 
jrk,+ever, the ratio ís not out of line with 

'those of stocks in related industries - 
4t 

feature -film producers, broadcast 
groups, advertising agencies, etc. 

MPO established a feature -film di- 
vision five years ago, but the over- 
whelming bulk of its revenues still 
are derived from ad agencies and 
corporations. The company makes 

5 per cent stock dividend was de- 

clared four months ago. 
There is a relatively small "float" 

of common stock-shares available 
for trading by the public-a situa- 

tion that often tends to exaggerate 
the effect of any pressure, upward or 

downward, on a stock's price. That 
is, it would probably take relatively 
little to make the price of MPO hop. 

l t. 

..,.r 

.--. 
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The total of issued and outstand- 
ing stock is less than 600,000 shares, 
and of these about 40 per cent are in 
the hands of directors. 

MPO is a partner in the produc- 
tion of a feature film in Czecho- 
slovakia. The violent confrontation 
between that nation and the Soviet 
Union recently brought a halt to 
nearly all business operations by 
Western interests in Czechoslovakia. 
However Arnold Kaiser, MPO presi- 
dent, said that the atmosphere in the 
country had improved greatly and 
that production had been resumed. 

Discounts ended. One recent devel- 
opment, the MPO president noted, 
was the elimination of volume dis- 
counts for large users of commercials. 
This action, he said, was not aimed 
primarily at the small increase in 
revenues it might produce, but to give 
creative personnel wider latitude. 

MPO had sales of $4.26 million in 
the three months ended Jan. 31, 
1969, equivalent to an annual volume 
of $17 million. The early trend of 
earnings was not as cheerful. In the 
quarter, the company cleared $48,- 
000, for an annual profit rate of less 
than $200,000. However, companies 
in this and related industries are 
capable of making turnarounds in 
six months that would consume sev- 
eral years in fields where things hap- 
pen more ponderously. 
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Agency (Continued from page 23) 

Wood & Partners, admitting that the 
Burnett-LPE consolidation was in- 
strumental in its decision. 

There is strong feeling around that 
a dichotomy in the agency field 
may be evolving out of recent events. 

Tom Sutton, director of J. W. 
Thompson's international operation, 
foresees the day when there will be 
two "universes" of agencies in op- 
eration-one concentrating on the 
international scene, the other con- 
centrating on domestic clients. Ad- 
vertisers with international products 
will entrust their advertising to the 
first group, purely local business will 
switch to the other. 

How many agencies will inhabit 
the first universe? S. R. Green, head 
of Lintas, thinks it will be a small 
number. He predicts that half the 
leading global agencies will crack 
under the financial strain and, even- 
tually, withdraw into the second 
group. 

The prize clients will be the huge 
American industrial complexes which 
now produce $100 billion worth of 
goods annually in Europe and those 
American firms which ship 25 per 
cent of this country's exports not to 
foreign customers, but to their own 
overseas subsidiaries. Besides these 
are the huge European corporations 
with vague national ties, like Nestle 
and Unilever, and a growing number 
of firms that have no national im- 
plications at all. 

Arabs to Aborigines 

In organization, personnel, prod- 
uct -development and marketing ap- 
proach, more large companies are 
ignoring national boundaries and are 
becoming truly multi -national. Es- 
so's amiable tiger is as well known 
to Arabs as to Aborigines, and his 
message is virtually the same wheth- 
er the traveler crosses a customs 
checkpoint or a time zone. 

This, of course, has influenced ad- 
vertising strategies. Says Edward 
Ney, president of Young & Rubicam 
International: "If you're selling the 
same product in 10 different coun- 
tries, there's no sense in adapting it 
10 different ways." 

Like all international -minded ad- 
vertising men, Ney recognizes that 
custom, tradition and local buying 
habits also have an important int.- 
pact on merchandising, but that im- 

pact is more or less subliminal. Most 
multi -national advertisers start with 
the same basic campaign, recognizing 
the fact that people worldwide are 
more alike than different. Then cam- 
paigns are modified when necessary. 

JWT's Sutton likes to tell about 
an experience that Procter & Gam- 
ble had when it attempted to use the 
same campaign for Dash in Italy, 
Germany and in the United Kingdom. 
The slogan, "As white as if you used 
bleach" went down smoothly in Italy, 
but wouldn't have made much sense 
in Germany where the hausfrau didn't 
know from bleach. So the copy was 
changed to: "As white as with boil- 
ing." » 

Experiences like this emphasize 
the importance of the local office's 
contribution in the creative, mar- 
keting, media and client hand -hold- 
ing rituals. 

Manufacturers, naturally, find that 
standardization (of advertising as 
well as production) not only cuts 
costs, but can give a product a dis- 
tinctive individuality and character. 
As Robert D. Buzzell, professor- of 
business administration at Harvard, 
has pointed out: "Some multi -na- 
tional companies are moving toward 
standardization in order to achieve 
consistency in their dealings with 
customers. Executives believe that 
consistency in product style, in sales 
and customer service, in brand names 
and packaging, and generally in the 
`image' projected to customers, is - 

powerful means of increasing sales." 
J. R. MacLennan, president of Ted 

Bates International, underlines the 
point that when an advertiser moves 
from a local to an international agen- 
cy, either in the U.S. or abroad, he 
doesn't always do it for improved 
creativity or for media advantages 
alone. "It's facility of communica- 
tions that provides the client with the 
type of sere ice not available from in- 
dependent agencies in each country," 
he observes. 

This philosophy is becoming more 
important to advertisers seeking a 
foothold in Europe, MacLennan goes 
on to say, because European distri- 
bution patterns are changing and 
doors are swinging open to manufac- 
turers of products that couldn't be 
sold on the continent only a few 
years ago. Supermarkets are increas- 
ing to the point where they now trail 
the U.S. by only 10 years, and 
package -goods advertising is increas- 
ing at twice the rate of consumer ex- 

penditures. "Advertising in hop 
and other countries abroad ist 
early stage of developmei, a 

far as merchandising non-neusar 
goods is concerned," he notes. 

The changes mentioned hay 
brought rafts of new billies 
through the doors of multi-n..ona 
agencies. Capitalizing on this réni 
in a different way, D'Arcy inl96i 
set up a holding company. callel4ti 
ti -National Partners. Unable, un 
willing, to make the expisiv 
acquisitions necessary to estIlis; 
a far-flung international elpire 
D'Arcy did the next best thir: i 

established a network of f'eig 
partners (there are now 13 wi4'3' 
offices) , each partner owning a'a tr 
of the "pot" into which a percdag 
of all international business go., ,h 
the past year, the partnershil re 
ported a 30 per cent increase i #h 
number of international cliente Witt 

25) and increased total billings r al 

partners of 17 per cent in three ;ar. 

(to $210 million) . 

McCann is number two' 

Just as a comparison, Mat.nn 
Erickson which has the iarges.in 
ternational division of any IS 
agency . xcept J. Walter Thom.dn 
billed $220 million overseas in .'68 

a healthy increase over 1966's ,G71 

million. 
Notes McCann Internatical'. 

president, Eugene Kummel: "St -r( 
in the midst of a quantum j uml' 

Kummel is quick to point out, ,try 

ever, that not every advertiser far 

use multi -national campaigns, In 

not everyone should. However, 'per 

those who can't do it at the mot n 
are looking around for ageiie, 
which might, in the future, be .b1 

to shepherd them through the tin 
plexities if international adverti:ig 

As international business boula 
ries start to dissolve, so have is 

tances been erased by the sat&.e 
phenomenon, just five years old. 

Says Leonard Marks, formerii- 
rector of the U.S. Information A, al' 

cy, "In the future, it's likely ial 

homes and offices will be conneei 
throughout the world by satellite as 

they are by telephone today." 
Marks, and those who share is 

views, don't see any serious technal 
complications to satellite transit 
sion. "Nothing is beyond the iman 
ation," he notes. Already, five st%l- 

lites are floating above the globtst 
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lia 

aali a altitude of 22,300 miles, sending 

I essages down to "dishes" in 23 

yea wntries; with another 30 receiving 

we ations being built. By the end of 

ioo<,; to year, says Marks, there will be 

, ground receiving station on every 

ru ntinent. 
The only obstacle to complete glob- 

rd comunication by satellite is in- 

ca flicient relay systems from the 

ah! larth station to the home. 

But even this problem doesn't seem 

to psurmountable. Sylvania announced 

al last a few weeks ago that it is de- 

' I}gning an advanced antenna sys- 

of m through which a tv set, equipped 

ljr dill an antenna two feet in diameter 

jnlaa nd a small converter will be able to 

r lick up messages directly from a 

p 

iew satellite, which will beam 1,000 

0° 
vatts of power (compared to present 

atellites' 10 watts) . Sylvania ex - 

c11 lects experimental direct broadcasts 

Ilius' trill 
be conducted by 1975. 

Iho! 

e jD 

ra ? 
flLk 

Importance counts 

Even those who are banking hard 
rtaa ion satellites to perform miracles don't 

delude themselves into thinking that 

everything worth broadcasting is go- 
aa,h ing to be bounced off one of the 

aal switchboards in the sky. It takes an 

Th'=, event of major international impor- 
a`m Lance, like the forthcoming Apollo 11 

01 moonshot, to justify satellite trans- 
mission for two reasons: (1) it costs 

'rah less to ship a tape by transatlantic 
rl; jet than it does to transmit a signal 
rla: by satellite, and (2) instantaneous 
PI transmission isn't always practical 
tár't r1ecause events that take place during 

!.primetime hours in the U.S., say, 
ern, break during the middle of the night 
ieQt lin Japan and live transmission just 

isn't necessary. 
0 Still, events like the moonshot or 
10, ¡the Olympics may one day be im- 
k4' portant occasions for multi -national 
slxv. advertisers who could beam the same 
hart message around the world simultane- 

e 
! ously into the direct -receiving sets. 

511 'In the case of Apollo 11, telecasting 
oai will be continuous for 30 successive 
ioe.il hours, so reception will be practical 
II! I anywhere in the world at some time 
WI, during the mission. Language is no 
Iti'1 barrier, either, since voice-over tech- 
.." I piques have been perfected and can 
sharar be used in all countries. 
ej' What helps make the commercial 
06" Prospects for this kind of telecasting 

more favorable is that the cost of 
satellite transmission is headed 
straight down as circuits become 

more numerous. The first satellite 
in 1964 had 240 circuits and one tv 

channel; one to go into orbit next 
year will have at least 6,000 circuits 
and numerous tv channels, bringing 
that total number to 10. In 1965, it 
cost $4,500 to program 10 minutes 
of tv by satellite, today the same tv 

time costs $650. 
Says Y&R's Ney: "Our guess is 

that full use of satellite transmission 
is three or four years away. That's 
when international companies will be 
seriously joining hands." 

As for trends of more immediate 
interest, the international experts 
seem to think that commercial tv's 
penetration into Europe will continue 
to cut deeper. France has just com- 

pleted its first full year of commercial 
tv, with notable success. Scandinavi- 
ans are broaching the subject and, 
say some in this country close to the 

situation, it won't be long before 
they, too, get their feet wet. 

"Every country eventually gets the 

kind of tv that suits its life style," 

philosophizes Bates' MacLennan. He 

believes, for example, that German 
advertisers will eventually get the 

more commercial time they have 

been clamoring for. 
Sutton, at JWT, puts it another 

way when discussing the countries 
that have only a few hours of com- 

mercial tv a day. "You can't be just 

half pregnant," he quips. 

Cost is crux 

Cost is the crux of the problem. 

The agency men here think that 

sooner or later the 20 -odd countries 

with tv but no commercials will find 

it too expensive to carry the burden 
of state ownership and welcome in- 

dustry's offer to pay part, or all, 

the costs of tv. So far, about 90 

countries have commercial tv of 

some type. 
As to the problems that interna- 

tional agencies encounter in staffing 

their offices overseas, most agency 

spokesmen say the situation is bad 

and won't improve soon. Most Ameri- 

can agencies, however, are in a better 
position than their local counter- 

parts, though they do staff their 

bureaus with about 90 per cent 

foreign nationals. 
Observes I-Iubert Troost, president 

of the agency that bears his name 

and the fourth largest in West Ger- 

many: "The labor supply is tight 
because American agencies hire most 

of the good people. Young people 

don't go to American agencies for 
more money, but because they want 
to learn American methods." 

Still, Troost says, he can't com- 

plain about unfair competition from 
abroad. American agencies personify 
good advertising, "and what we 

know about advertising we have 

learned from the Americans." 

Leave to move up 

Young people all over the world 

are anxious to travel and many in 

advertising find that leaving the 

home office is a faster way up the 

ladder of success than staying home. 

"Working in the New York office, a 

young copywriter might work on one 

account for five years," McCann's 
Gene Kummel points out. "Overseas, 
he might have five brands to work 
on ín the first year. Not only that, 
he gets to see his work published 
much sooner." 

Opening up new areas for Ameri- 
can expansion is becoming more dif- 

ficult, naturally. Some agency men 

see Eastern Europe as one of the 
few spots left to invade, yet they 

don't hold out much hope for moving 
into this market until conditions 
change appreciably. "Eastern Europe 
has a lot of people and they're be- 

coming more affluent," says JWT's 
Sutton. "But until they're offered an 
abundance of consumer goods, a 

(free choice and a branding of mer- 

chandise, I'm afraid we don't have 
much of a place there. We won't open 

another office just to have another 
office." 

Torn E. Paro will succeed Joseph W. 

Goodfellow as vice president, gen- 

eral manager, WRC-TV Washington 
on October 1. Paro is manager of 
WNBC-TV New York, was manager of 
\VRC-TV. 
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Cameraman (From page 29) 

As for tape, it takes four to 11 days 
after shooting for editing, mixing, 
approval and copies. 

One of the problem areas for the 
account man is the lexicon of the 
business. Like any professional jar- 
gon, the language of commercials is 
not always used with precision, even 
by those involved in the production 
process. 

For example, take the term "in- 
terlock." It supposedly refers to the 
synchronous playback of magnetic 
sound track and film-without opti- 
cals or color correction. 

However, people often take it to 
mean a print with all of the above 
elements and the name for this is 
"answer print." 

The confusion of terms can be. 
disastrous if. the question of changes 
in the commercial comes up and 
the processing stage which the com- 
mercial has reached is not correctly 
described. For example, it's simple 
enough to re-edit a work print and 
not too much of a problem to re- 
work an interlock, but beyond that 
changes can be time-consuming and 
costly. 

"The big problem for the account 
man," said an agency producer, "is 
to know when to involve the client 
in post -production, if at all. He 
simply must know what the post - 
production score is." 

Says Warner, "it's dangerous to 
ask the account man if the client 
wants to see a rough cut, if he 
doesn't really know what it is." 

Sets are fascinating 
The account man is really put on 

his mettle when the client attends 
a shooting session. He must not only 
display his limited expertise to 
best advantage but keep the client 
from getting underfoot and dis- 
courage creative suggestions. 

A motion picture or television 
set has an intrinsic fascination for 
the layman. The accoutrements 
which go into creating a world of 
make-believe bring out the child in 
the spectator. In addition, the client, 
because he is footing the bill and 
given VIP treatment, either finds it 
hard to control himself or feels that 
he must make sure these bearded fel- 
lows keep their eye on what the 
commercial is all about. 

Producers on both the agency and 

studio sides agree that the client 
must be shepherded on the set. 

A studio producer said flatly, 
"Inevitably, when the client is left 
alone on the set, he causes trouble." 

An agency producer declared: "If 
the client is going to be on the set, 
then I expect the account man to 
hold his hand. After all, that's his 
job." 

The agency producer 
When the account man can't 

answer a client's question, the best 
source for information is the agency 
producer. He is familiar not only 
with the commercial concept but 
usually also with the shooting sched- 
ule and some of the aesthetic de- 
tails. 

The agency producer also knows 
what's the best time to show the 
client around and introduce him to 
the director, cameraman and 
others. He knows when to let the 
client look through the viewfinder 
and when to stay off the camerman's 
back. 

Once a client has been shown the 
ropes, he'll get the idea that when 
the ready bell rings, question time 
stops. 

Producers also point out that the 
account man must exert some sell - 
control. In the absence of the client, 
he often is the client and if he sees 
some conflict (or thinks he sees 
some conflict) between the market- 
ing requirements of the brand and 
the creative approach, his business - 
oriented adrenalin begins to flow. 

There is also the fact that account 
men today are more creative -minded 
than evér. While this could mean 
they are more appreciative of ideas 
from creative types, it does not take 
much to turn an account man into 
a would-be director. 

The real headache, said one 
agency producer, comes when the 
account man and the client put their 
heads together. 

"Somehow, out of the clear blue 
sky," said the producer, "the ac- 
count man and client get an idea 
for a variation of the commercial. 
Somebody told them once that the 
storyboard is not made of steel, so 
they want to flex it a bit. 

"The problem arises when they 
don't check into the details of how 
much extra footage will be in- 
volved, how much overtime it would 
take, whether it would fit into the 

framework and mood of wl's 
already been planned. 

"If this gets beyond control, 'riei 

first thing you know an assisnt 
director has got the mobile ti,k 
loaded and ready to move to lie 

other side of the valley. And )y, 

the time everything is set up ttli 

ready to shoot it's late in the ai . 

noon and the sky is red-whiclt; 
pretty to look at but not very g)d 
on color film. So they shoot sa a 

cost of $1 a second and the lm 

never sees the light of day." 
The growing importance of mic 

in commercials puts an increa:lg 
weight on the account man's abiliss' 
and taste. No one, of course, exp ts' 

the agency man to help make b is 
decisions about music, but he shcld 
develop a sense of when to speaktp 
and when to keep quiet. Of paicr 
ular importance is the need to k,w 
in which direction music is go g. 

Norm Richards of Norm Rh- 
ards; Inc., makes the point tit 
music is now more sophisticated. V 

"Up until a few years ago popikr 
music told a literal story. Then alqg 
came Sergeant Pepper and I'll 
Arthur's Park. Since then, music as 

become more impressionistic vh: 

the listener supplying the cohesp 
ness meanings." 

Easy to remember 
Richards feels one of the 'g 

problems in getting client apprc L 

of jingles is the latter's convict1n 
that, the simpler and fewer ',le 

notes, the better. 
"The client wants a jingle th's 

easy to remember," he said. Bu a 

simple tune is also easy to font. 
A jingle written with more cliff -9t 

chord progression will be retaiidi 
better in the long run." 

Another music man said he dt 

the account man would provideia 
useful sere ice if he encouraged b 

client to respect the expertise f' 

the composer. 
Whether the account man al 

reasonably be expected to makea 
case for any specific musical .t' 

proach is a moot point. The f t 
that he might be brought into ,4 

dispute on the subject, however, s 

another indication of the compl- 
ities in commercials making tit 
impinge on his job. The accost 
man must surely feel sometins 
there must be an easier way to ma 

a living. 
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Account 

A&B roll: 2 reels of film or 

tape on which alternate scenes 

are Iocated to obtain dissolves 

or other special effects. 

Buy: An accepted take of a 

scene; a "print" in film terms. 

Camera chain: The television 

camera and its associated 

equipment, including camera, 
viewfinder, Iens, camera cable, 

camera control unit, monitors, 
oscilloscopes, and color en- 

coder. 

Checkerboard: A film edit- 

ing technique using A&B rolls. 

Chroma. key: An accessory 
to insert an image over a 

selected background. It's com- 

parable to the blue matte 
technique in film production. 

Clogged head: A build-up 
of oxide on the video head 
during recording causing noise 
or loss of image in that band. 

Color balance: Adjusting 
the original color concept to 
meet a desired standard. 

Color bars: An established 
electrical reference signal. 
Color standards set by SMPTE 
appear at the head of a taped 
program or commercial. Play- 
back videotape recorders are 
adjusted to these standards. 

Colortec: Accessory trade- 
marked by Ampex to reduce 
time errors in tape playback 
enough for the color circuits 
ín the receiver to decode color 
properly. 

Composite film: Film with 
both picture and sound track. 

Cue track: An auxiliary 
audio track on videotape. 

Cut: An instantaneous pic- 
ture change from scene to scene. 

Direct positive: The transfer 
of tape to reversal film. 

Dissolve: A transition a - 

man's commercials 

chieved by superimposing one 
picture on another. 

Double system: A kinescope 
with separate picture and 
sound negatives for multiple 
prints, or a recording system 
in which a separate 16mm or 
35mm film or magnetic re- 
corder is used to record the 
sound track, in addition to the 
videotape's audio track. 

Dropout: Spots containing 
no video information on re- 

corded tape, caused by ir- 
regularities in the tape's sur- 
face. The dropout appears on 
the television screen as a hori- 
zontal distracting streak. 

EE master: The edited ver- 

sion of a tape program, usual- 
ly second generation. Dupes 
are made from this. 

Electronic editing: Editin r 
of videotape by selecting and 
electronically re -assembling the 
best takes to produce a finished 
product. Tape is not cut but 
information is electronically 
transferred to a master video- 
tape, from which release du- 

plicates are made. 
Effects (electronic) : Similar 

to optical effects in film. 

Created on the special effects 

generator. 
Generation: Numbering sys- 

tem for successive duplicates. 
Master = 1st generation; dub 
of master = 2nd generation; 
dub of first dub = 3rd gen- 

eration; etc. 
Glitch: Noise pulse, creating 

a random disturbance in the 
video information. 

Head (video, rotary) : Quad- 

raplex or helical -scanning de- 

vice which records the video 

information on the tape. 

Helican-scan recorder: A 

videotape recorder which re- 

cords video information on a 

diagonal track. 
High -band recording: A re- 

cording made with a high fre- 

quency carrier (10 mega- 

cycles), yielding a very high 

glossary 

signal-to-noise ratio. It elimin- 

ates moire and noise. 
Key -in: An electronic method. 

of inserting a title in a given 

scene. 
Kinescope recording: A film 

recording shot from a tele- 

vision monitor. 
Magnetic track: Sound re- 

corded on magnetic film or 

t ape. 
Master: Original recording. 
Moire: A picture disturb- 

ance pattern caused by inter- 

ference of two similar fre- 

quencies. 
Noise: Unwanted high fre- 

quency information on video- 

tape. 
Opticals: Special effects, in. 

film production. 
Paint pots: Controls for ad- 

justing the red, blue and green 

outputs of a live or film -chain 

camera to create the desired 
color balance. 

Single -system: Sound and 

picture recorded on the same 

film. 
Skewing: A geometric error 

caused by improper horizontal 
vacuum guide alignment. Ap- 

pears as a zig-zag pattern. Cor- 

rected by Amtec. 
Take: A taped or filmed 

segment of the program. 
Talking clock: Audio num- 

bering of the videotape at one - 

second intervals. 
Wipe: A special effect transi- 

tion from one scene to the 

next. 
The previous list is only part 

of the glossary contained in a 

free booklet titled The Tele- 

vision Commercial which is 

available from Reeves Telecom 

Corp., Production Services Di- 

vision, 101 W. 67th St., New 

York, N.Y. 10023. Another 
useful source of information is 

A Few Choice Words About 
Video Tape, available from 
Hollywood Video Center, 1541 

N. Vine St., Hollywood 90028 
or 502 Park Ave., New York 
10022. 

lo 
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Help! (Continued from page 27) 

lar ARB reports. These were former- 
ly available only via special analyses. 

A new demographic category has 
been added-women 25 -to -49. 

In place of the "long -duration" 
program averages, all programs will 
be averaged, this time on a "pure' 
program" basis. Formerly, long -dur- 
ation averages were based on set start 
and end times. Now, for example, if 
a movie runs over into the news, that 
will be taken into account. 

The Summer Measurement In- 
dex, which provides metro day -part 
data, will contain an additional day 
part and ADI data on homes using 
television in the market by half 
hours. 

The Spot Buying Guide, which 
provides program break audience 
figures by averaging before -and -after 
data, will be expanded. It is now on 
the regular report pages with a demo- 
graphic "short form." Henceforth, 
it will contain the full demographic 
treatment, and will be shown on sep- 
arate pages. 

New product usage information; 
details of which are not yet available, 
was described as being of particular 
interest to stations. 

The above change and others 
will result in a new report size - 
81/2 -by -11, instead of 9 -by -12. 

These are the changes in the Niel- 
sen local service: 

The "timebuyer's friend" re- 
ports, also called the Buying/Selling 
Report, will be issued in July, Octo- 
ber and May. 

Markets added 

Last year, July reports were issued 
in 70 markets, of which three-New 
York, Los Angeles and Chicago- 
were the complete "Viewers in Pro- 
file" reports and the remainder day - 
part information. This year, 69 mar- 
ket reports will be issued (two mar- 
kets were combined into one report) 
with the three VIP reports continu- 
ing but with the condensed demo- 
graphics by quarter hours in the 
other 66. 

In October, to the 23 VIP reports 
will be added 47 markets containing 
the "timebuyer's friend" data. 

In May, 30 markets will benefit 
from the abbreviated demographics, 
which will be added to the 70 VIP 
reports already on the schedule. 

Since the demographics shown for 
the Buying/Selling Report cover 

large audience segments (two-thirds 
.of all homes have women 18-49, for 
example) , Nielsen felt confident in 
reducing sample sizes from those 
usually employed. In general, they are 
about half of the standard level. How- 
ever, data will not be shown where 
samples sizes are below 145 in -tab 
homes, which is the minimum pro- 
vided by Nielsen in its specs for the 
Broadcast Ratings Council. 

While the Buying/Selling Report 
includes only limited demographics; 
agencies and stations can get the 
gamut on tape for whatever analyses 
they wish to perform. The problem 
of smaller sample sizes for less sig- 
nificant audience segments will be 
offset, say Nielsen researchers, by 
the fact that computer analyses gen- 
erally work with a series of spots. 
Adding spots together in effect in- 
creases sample size. 

Starting in October, a "preemp- 
tions excluded" section will be added 
to NSI reports. This will break out 
the actual audience for all primetime 
and fringe time shows in which there 
were one or two pre-emptions during 
the fourth -week period of the report. 

The section, called "Program Pre- 
emptions & Normal Program Aud- 
ience Estimates," will show average 
metro and DMA ratings for (1) the 
time period and (2) the program 
sans pre-emptions; the same two 
a erages for total households, total 
women, total men and total children 
2 -to -11; the name of the pre-empting 
program and the week or weeks in 
which the pre-emption took place. 
There will not be a rating for the 
pre-empting show but it can be easily 
calculated from the available data. 
Programs pre-empted will be starred 
in the regular section of the report. 

Jack Berry is the new general man- 
ager of WNEM-TV, Meredith's Bay 
City -Flint -Saginaw outlet. 

Nielsen will continue provigg 
DMA weekly audience data on e, 
cial order (weeklies have been a41. 
able for about two years), but stw 

agencies will be able to get them , a 
nominal price where they've been rr 
dered by stations. 

Half-hour rather than quail.. 
hour program reports will be to 
norm, starting in October, a cha,10 
which will provide some relief to'té 
timebuver pouring over seemin y. 

endless columns of data. The quarrr- 
hour format will be retained for II()t 
grams of that length. NSI has ha 
carrying half-hour reports in prisN, 
time for about a year and daytite 
will be shown in that form startg6 
in the Fall. 

The section on long -duration p.-1, 
;ramming will now include all p - 
grams of 45 minutes or longer. n 

the past, it was up to the stationso 
specify programs. 

Reasons for data flood 

So much for what's new. Ni 
question: Is it all necessary? 

A good case could no doubt e u 

made for any one of the additiod' 
reports or facts. Somebody, sort - 
where will find some of the d;i 
useful, or enlightening, or even nec,-1 

sarv. 
Agency researchers don't aim 

agree on what's needed in the way f 
audience data and the rating servia 
tend to try to keep everybody hapl. 
Though there is some kind of func- 
mnental consensus among the maj 
agencies about what rating serviei 
should offer (the broad similariM 
between ARB and Nielsen indical 
this), small groups of key agen 
executives have more than once bet 
instrumental in putting certain 
visions or additions into effect. 

There is also the Law of Inerti 
Facts, which states that once a sr 
cific kind of information is generat 
regularly, it tends to continue bell 
generated even when there is m 

longer any use for the information. 
The rating services themselv 

have contributed to the flood of fac 

by using added data as a compe 
five weapon. 

Then, there's the computers. 
takes little additional cost to repr 
gram computers to turn out add( 
information. And once the progra 
is written, the material can be su. 

plied with ease. . 

Rating services spokesmen poi 
(Continued on page 61, 
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,; nside the FCC (Continued from page 62) 

1, In addition, Westen assists his boss in the Commis - 

t loner's active sidelines as author and speech maker, do - 

1, tg research, digging up legal citations and documenta - 

1 'on. 

Spiewack works with H. Rex Lee in a different fashion. 

(lien both came to the Commission, they spent long 

ours together familiarizing themselves with the pro- 

edural mechanics of the FCC. Lee reads each item on 

'Se agenda himself without summaries. At times, how- 

er, Spiewack will write a memorandum on a specific 

,ase if it's particularly complex. On the Tuesday before 

It he agenda meeting, the Commissioner and his aide 

1, loset themselves and exchange views on the issues. Spie- 

1 tack says that his boss must satisfy himself that there 

i$ as been no error in the disposition of a case before it 

1. wiles to the Commission for final resolution. He be- 

',. ieves, "the Commissioner's office should be the last line 

If defense against error." 

l 

,,)ps and downs. Byron Harrison, Robert E. Lee's 
a tide, has a different modus operandi. Since Bob Lee has 

', been on the Commission since June 1953, he needs rela- 

ively little advice on the complexities of FCC routine. 

I`He has been up and down these roads many times," 

arrison says of his boss. Commissioner Lee's policies 

ind philosophy are well defined. Therefore, Harrison's 
main job is to check the agenda for items which fall into 

I 

I 

the Commissioner's special fields of interest and flag them 

for his attention. He will also, on occasion, write memos 

reminding the Commissioner of his past positions on 

particular issues and point out if similar issues are com- 

ing up on the agenda again. 

Commissioner Cox, an old FCC hand (former chief of 

the Broadcast Bureau), similarly needs little advice about 

what stand to take on a case. His assistant, Allen Cordon, 

is principally engaged in condensing lengthy legal docu- 

ments of interest to his boss, drafting letters and state- 

ments, doing special research projects and occasionally 

ghost-writing articles and speeches. 

The same pattern of activity generally holds true for 

Robert Cahill. However, he has the added burden of keep- 

ing Chairman Hyde informed of Congressional activity. 

Commissioner Wadsworth relies heavily on his legal 

aide, Joe Kessler, for appraisals, digests and recom- 

mendations. 

For nine years Philip Cross has been with Commis- 

sioner Bartley whose philosophy, like Bob Lee's, is well 

known. The working relationship is a close one and most 

of his activity is more substantive than procedural. 

As one aide summarized, the influence wielded by the 

legal assistant is like that of a good stage manager. He 

can see that the performer knows his lines, but the Com- 

missioner has to face the footlights. 

There's 
more to 
KVAL. 
than meets 
the eye 

Audience and related data based o estimates' provided 
by AR -13 and subjectto qualifications issued by these services 

PORTLAND 

SALEMKVAL DOMINATES 

EUGENE ° 

ti 
SPRINGFIELD 

coos 
BAY 

"ROSEBURG 

180,300 TV homes with an 
efféctive buying income of 
$1,956,187,000, the Pacific 
Northwest's fourth largest 
márket ... with 27 of the 30 
most -viewed programs week 
in and week out. No other 
single media buy can deliver 
more because of mountains 
and duplication restrictions. 

KVAL DELIVERS 
a 5 to 1 adult viewership lead in early evening 
and late evening local news, prepared by the 
market's largest full time local news team ... 
proven feature programming with Mike Douglas, 
Mery Griffin, live children's shows and the area's 
most respected public service department. 

THE ONLY SMALL NUMBERS ARE THE CPM... 

Ask your H -R TELEVISION, INC., man 
or ART MOORE & ASSOC. in Seattle 
and Portland. 

KVAL I TV 
EUGENE, ORE. 
SATELLITES KCBY-TV, COOS BAY 

KPIC-TV, ROSEBURG 
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Then join the experts ... the informed 
professionals on 
Wall Street and in the 
financial community who 
read and rely on The .Magazine Of 
Wall Street: 
Every two weeks, this 60 -year -old 
publication offers the latest news 
and statistics influencing stock 
prices and investment policy .. . 

analyses of issues with special 
attraction for growth potential - 
generous income yields. 
Special studies include stock split 
candidates, mergers, newcomers to 
the Big Board, earnings reports, 
new scientific and technological dis- 
coveries, GNP, consumer buying, 
capital spending ... probing behind 
the figures to give you expert in- 
terpretation. 

ELECTRONICS 
Controls 
Computers 
Communications 

4. 
:roe ' ., 

. -=: s 

1AA,evey 
,1 

Company 
profiles 
Market trends 
Charts and 
tables 
Special columns 
on Washington, 
Taxes, Specula- 
tion, Inquiries. 

The Magazine 
of wall street 

120 Wall Street 
New York, N. Y. 10005 

I enclose $25 for one-year subscrip- 
tion. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Help! (Continued from page 58) 

out that a great deal of material 
gathered by the diaries is not tab- 
ulated so that when it is decided to 
tap this pool of information, there's 
not much effort or cost involved. 

This is in answer to agency pro- 
posals that money can be saved by 
cutting down on some of the demo- 
graphics now offered. Benton & 

Bowles, for example, has proposed 
that buyers of audience data pay 
a flat sum, say about $500, for each 
extra column of data above the basics 
and that this money be invested in 
improved measurement techniques 
and larger sample sizes to get more 
reliable data. 

Along with some other agencies, 
B&B feels that the proliferation of 
numbers, some of which are not con- 
sidered reliable, intensifies reliance 
on statistics and downgrades the use 
of judgment. 

The question of unreliable data 
revolves around figures which repre- 
sent small segments of the viewing 
audience. The smaller the number, 
the greater the relative degree of 
statistical error, yet, it's pointed out, 
buyers and planners often attribute 
as much validity to the low numbers 
as the high ones. 

One of the areas whose reliability 
is questioned is product usage data. 
Some researchers feel that adding 
questions in this area to the diary 
(ARB supplies usage data regularly) 
may affect the accuracy of the view- 
ing information on the theory that 
the more data a viewer has to fill out 
the less careful he will be about his 
answers. 

Some researchers don't like the 

Donald F. Keck has been appointed 
general manager of ABC's WXYZ-TV 

Detroit. He had been general sales 
manager. 

tonnage format used for the AB, 
product usage data. Said one, "Vat 
do I care if 99 per cent of housewiss 
make two washloads per week? Wit 
I'm interested in is the heavy use"' 

Nielsen has been experiment.g 
with heavy user data in a few nr. 
kets. The firm has increased sarrle 
size by combining two reports. H. 
ever, the chances this kind of dla 

will become part of the regular ; r 
port is pretty slim. Nielsen is wc,- 

ing on providing marketing data s'h 

a separate service. 
Nielsen people feel that, to be u -it 

ful, product usage information_ mkt 

cover at least two dozen category 
of products. And if that much lt1 L 

formation is required of the dia, 
keeper, they say, it is not practi 1 

to add it to the diary. 
Stations have watched the gre, 

ing mountain of information wh 

mixed feelings. On the one hail, 

the additional cost involved be.s 

most heavily on them, on the gen 
ally -accepted premise that a mediiy 
should provide information about s 

audience. On the other hand, 1s 

greater variety of data provhs 
more opportunity for a station whiri 

is not strong in one category to prey; 

that it's strong in another. 
As television becomes more fr,- 

tionalized the importance of p 

pointing more audience segments N 

become more obvious. Already, t, 

success some independents have hl 
with kid blocks in the late afterno'l ,I 

indicates the necessity of providi 
more than just household data. 

Though the evidence in the Kts 

Television study points clearly to t: 

fact that household totals are t, 
data most frequently requested 
agencies, many researchers still fe ' 

they could do without household 
formation. This issue is a particular 
pointed one in the network are, 

where some agencies are restless ov 

the cost of Nielsen's Audimeter sal 

ple, which is the basis of househo.l 
data. 

Despite the questions raised abo 

excessive information, the outlot. 

appears to be for more, not less, dat 

The voices of the researcher ar 

planner are listened to with mo 

respect than those of the buyers. Ti, 

trend is clearly toward getting 
much marketing information as 

economically practical. The only hol 

for the buyer is that he'll be su 

plied with some kind of "timebuyer 
friend" on a regular basis. 
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In the picture 

When Willard E. \\ albridge, 
\ire president and general 

/wager of RTRK-TV Houston, was 

( ti d chairman of the board of the 

Television information Office six 

years ago, his initial remarks to 

the board paraphrased Winston 

Churchill to the effect that he had 

not accepted the chairmanship to 

preside over the dismemberment of 

110. 

kt that time TIO was having some 

'problems and was encountering some 

difficult times within the industry. 

Under Bill \\ albridge-s leadership 

T10 moved forward. Its membership 

as he leases that post is at an all- 

time high and the TI() has consider- 

ably broadened its scope of activities. 
But an even bigger job is before 

him as the newly elected chairman 
of the joint hoards of the National 

Association of Broadcasters. 

Industry observers will agree that 

probably at no other time in the 

40-vear history of the NAB has the 

association been confronted with 
more complex and preying prob- 
lems than it is today. One of the 

major issues is finding a fair and 
prompt resolution of the CAT\ con- 
troversy-without diminishing the 

role or viability of free broadcasting. 
Bill Walbridge will encounter other 

problems: self regulation versus gov- 
ernmental restriction, harrassment 
at renewal time, intrusion of govern- 
mental pressures into questions of 
program content, be it news, adver- 
tising or entertainment. 

\ddressing the joint boards of the 

ákR when they elected him. Wal- 
bridge pointed out that the NW 
speaks for the 6.928 broadcast sta- 
tions-whether they are members of 
the N111 or not. 

"With that ma diverse voices. - 
he pointed out. "it's only natural that 
*e find mans- things that could di- 
vide us." 

Rut Walbridge emphaticall\ stated 
hr would eontinue to look for those 
things which would unite broad - 
tasters into an even stronger indus- 
tr) and social force-hut not at the 
expense of either principle or prog- 
^es` lfe also added that broadcast- 

, scan and must continue to improve 

its service to the public. 
Walbridge firmly believes that 

broadcasting and its freedoms are a 

basic element of the structure of a 

free society and the stirs i\ al of dem- 

ocratic institutions. He adds that a 

majorit\ of the more than 100.000 

people who work in broadcasting 

are a moving force for freedom in 

our society. 
"They best exemplify the Jefferson- 

ian idea that won out as the Federal- 

ists lost. This was nut to he a nation 

where a small chosen elite would 

determine public policy. taste and 

act ion.' 

Outside of broadcasting Wal- 

bridge has followed through his 

principles. ile is involved in a wide 

range of community activities. 
With a (lair for the creati\e which 

he has retained through the years. 

Walbridge entered the broadcasting 

field through script writing. Iile was 

a journalism major at the University 
of llichig an.) 

in 1939 at the age of 26. while 

working for a Detroit utility com- 

pany. he wrote a radio program for 

the Detroit Evening News' radio sta- 

tion \y\yJ. 
In 1941 he became a member of 

the sales staff, a position he held until 

19-12 when he was called to active 

duty. Entering the Navy with a rank 

of ensign. he returned four Nears 

later a lieutenant with a silver star 

an'I Presidential Unit Citation. 
He returned to the sales staff of 

\vwJ radio and after a series of pro- 

motions became station manager of 

\vw.i-Ty in 1949. - 

iiis mentor through his Detroit 

radio and television days was the 

colorful and renowned broadcaster. 

the late ilarry bannister-. As a matter 

of fact. Bannister's book "The Edu- 

cation of a Broadcaster' contains 

several anecdotes involving his pro- 

tege. At Bannister's funeral two 

years ago. Bill Walbridge delivered a 

nro\ ing eulogy that still stands as a 

lasting tribute to a much beloved and 

rugged indi\ idual. 
in 1953 he became executive vice 

president and general manager of 

the w 11M stations in Lansing, a post 

he held until September 1954 when 

1 

Willard E. Walbridge 
Paces mraior industry issues 

he moved to Houston to organize 
KTRK-Ty. 

Ile was married in 1941 to Mari- 
etta Arner of \nn Arbor. Michigan. 
They have a 20 -Year -old son, Peter. 

Bill Walbridge is a realist. He 

moves easily among all kinds of 
people. An omnivorous reader, he 

still finds time to shoot golf in the 

low 80s. He brings to his new re- 

sponsibilities a sense of determination 
tempered with a congenial sense of 
humor. 

"There must he established" he 

says, "a broader and sounder under- 

standing on the part of government 
officials of the worth and value of 
broadcasting as a contributing force 
to our society. 

"There must be a turning away 

from the tendency to downgrade the 

industry in the good it does while 
allowing a variety of small punitive 
restrictions to creep in because it 
seems the stylish thing to do this 
year." 

The broadcaster, he believes, has 

been taking a lot of abuse and 

discredit that's completely unde- 

served. He is regarded in many quar- 

ters as a c\ nical businessman giv- 

ing lip service to public service. 

Without sounding naive, Walbridge 
finds that broadcasters are good citi- 
zens in their ms riad communities, 
well motivated, in\ol\ed with local 

problems and projects and immersed 
in the public welfare and the public 
interest. 

If they are all like him, then his 

\ few is certainly correct. 
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Inside the FCC 

The `little Commissioners' 
Some FCC staffers refer to them, with a blend of both 

irreverence and respect, as the "little Commissioners." 
They function variously as advisors, chiefs of staff, pub- 
licists, ghost-writers, trouble-shooters, general compan- 
ions, sounding boards and sometimes psychotherapists. 
They are the legal assistants to the seven FCC Commis- 
sioners. 

Their posts were created in 1952 when Congress passed 
the so-called McFarland Amendments to the Communica- 
tions Act. These revisions were designed to guarantee the 
impartiality of the Commissioners by insulating them 
from legal advice and opinions of the Broadcast Bureau 
or other divisions involved in adjudicator), preceedings. 
The theory was that if a Broadcast Bureau lawyer was 
consulted by a Commissioner prior to the argument of a 
case before the FCC, it would he tantamount to a judge 
asking a district attorney about the merits of a case about 
to be tried. 

Since these changes restricted the expertise a Com- 
missioner could tap, Congress wisely provided for a legal 
assistant for each member of the FCC, along with an en- 
gineering assistant. 

It will generally be denied, but these legal assistants 
do have a great deal of influence. While they don't have 
the proverbial "passion for anonymity," they are not 
very well known outside the Commission except by those 
who work closely with the FCC. 

The salaries, based on the new pay scale effective July 
1, range from $20-28,000 a year, depending on the length 
of government service. 

These legal bird-dogs of the Commissioners vary mark- 
edly in background, age, and personality. 

For example, Philip Cross, 51, legal assistant to Robert 
Bartley, was a radio -tv news and sports director who 
earned his law degree by going to school at night. Joseph 
Kessler, 35, James Wadsworth's assistant, got his law de- 
gree at St. Louis University where he was an instructor 
in the speech department. The youngest of the group, 
Tracy Westen, 28, Nicholas Johnson's top staffer, is only 
two years out of the University of California Law School 
at Berkley. Edwin Spievack, 37, H. Rex Lee's legal man, 
was drafted by the Commissioner from the U. S. In- 
formation Agency where he- was an assistant general 
counsel specializing in communications law. He was a 

former assistant attorney general of the State of Ohio. 
Allen Cordon, 49, Kenneth Cox's aid, was at one time 
Washington State sheriff. A graduate of George Washing- 
ton Law School, he served his apprenticeship in the 
Broadcast Bureau. 

Interestingly enough, three out of the seven, Byron 
Harrison, legal assistant to Robert E. Lee; Kessler and 
Westen were formerly in private practice. Harrison was 
a partner in his own law firm. Most of the aides could 

earn more than their present salaries in private prare 
However, they enjoy the security of government tei 
as well as the satisfaction of being at the seat of powe' 

Self effacing aides. The legal assistants are x 
tious and self effacing. This is true even of Robert 'a 
hill, the most prominent of the group who works o 
Chairman Rosel Hyde not only as legal aide but alsgas 
administrative assistant and legislative liaison. 

Cahill was head of the complaints branch of the Cn 
plaint and Compliance division of the FCC before been: 
ing the chairman's assistant in 1966. Before going to 1e 
Commission, he had been assistant counsel of the a- 
tional Association of Broadcasters. 

Most legal assistants are more or less assured of al 
gree of permanency in their posts as long as their lis 
remains on the Commission. (There have been assists 
who became heady with power. Former Chairman Nr- 
ton E. Minow fired his .top aide because he leaked i 
important development to a wire service.) When th 
bosses leave the Commission, the legal assistants usurp_ 
go into private practice or are reassigned to another 1 
ministrative post within the Commission. 

The ubiquitous Nicholas Johnson rotates his legal t- 

sistants in the same manner as Justices of the Supreb g 

Court periodically change their law clerks. Westen 
plains that the reason his Commissioner (who once serif 
as clerk to Justice Hugo Black) does this is that he p- 
fers his legal assistant to provide fresh and provocat - 
stimuli. 

Since four of the Commissioners are not lawyers,t 
would seem to follow that at least these four (Robert 
Lee, James Wadsworth, H. Rex Lee and Robert Bartle 
would be highly susceptible to the advice of their lawyi 
assistants regarding legal complexities of issues befcs 
the Commission. Conversely, the lawyer -Commissioner 
(Chairman Rosel Hyde, Nicholas Johnson and Kenr.ii 
Cox) would be less dependent upon their legal aidil 
This is not uniformly so. However, the legal assistant t 

often the alter ego of the Commissioner. To maintain 1 

position and function in a useful manner, he must 
attuned to the psychology and philosophy of his boss - 
he must think like the Commissioner, and, the less ene 
getic the Commissioner, the more influential the leg 
assistant. 

Nicholas Johnson keeps his youthful aide hoppin 
Items to be considered in the Wednesday agenda met 
ing usually start flowing into the Commissioner's offic' 

on Friday and continue sometimes until late Tuesda 
Westen says he peruses each item, researches them oe 

by one then writes a tight summary for Johnson alon 
with his own recommendations and those of other men 
hers of the staff. 

(Continued on page 5! 
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This Summer NSI will expand the 

July measurement to provide quarter- 
hour station total data on audiences 
representing approximately 80% of 

U.S. television households. Special 
quarter-hour reports will be produced 
for 66 markets, in addition to the 
Summer Daypart reports and the reg- 

ular V.I.P. reports for Los Angeles, 
Chicago and New York. 

These special quarter-hour reports 

will provide station total audience esti- 

1111%waylmhat~~~<11,t,,r 
toc.e 441.t.i.t 

' '1%1A .\ 

es 
e 

mates by television households, four 

primary demographic breaks, and 

Metro Area and DMA ratings. 

Quarter-hour station total Summer 

measurement. Another first. And 
another example of NSI's leadership in 

comprehensive measurement of sea- 

sonal television viewing levels. 

Nielsen Station Index 
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company 

NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD SAN FRANCISCO 
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The John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance 
Company is owner -developer of John Hancock Center. 

The John Hancock Center. Soaring 1,000 feet 
above .the city. Tall testimony to Chicago's 
restless, daring drive to innovate. Elevate. 
Get things done in a big way. This, in all ways, 
is the credo of WGN Television. No wonder, 

then, that our transmitting antenna will top 
the Hancock Building. -No wonder we contin- 
uously search for new ways to serve our city 
even better. So in the future, as in the proud 
past, we can sly with pride... 

WG.N IS CHICAGO 
the most respected call letters in broadcasting 

l 

A WGN Continental Group Station 
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